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RESUMEN 

El trabajo de investigación expone cómo las habilidades de lectura están 

interrelacionadas con la lectura extensa para aprender inglés como un 

idioma extranjero. La importancia es analizar cómo la lectura extensiva 

influye en la comprensión crítica de cuentos y biografías en estudiantes de 

inglés como lengua extranjera para promover el uso de conceptos bien 

definidos que ofrecen subsidios para una metodología específica de 

enseñanza antes, durante y después lectura con el objetivo de desarrollar 

habilidades de lectura, desarrollar y mantener el análisis del lector,  a fin 

de mostrar una estructura posible para actividades de lectura con la 

expectativa de formar lectores que exhalen comprensión y comprensión. 

El desarrollo de estrategias en el proceso de enseñanza-aprendizaje de la 

lectura extensiva es uno de los potenciales más elevados y complejos que 

deben poseer los humanos, esto implica desarrollar habilidades de 

comunicación más allá de ser buenos lectores. La metodología utilizada 

en la investigación permite conocer aspectos relacionados con la 

implementación de estrategias metodológicas y su relación con la lectura. 

Las conclusiones y recomendaciones después de aplicar los instrumentos 

de investigación, como la encuesta, la observación y la pestaña de prueba 

de diagnóstico. Finalmente, hace la propuesta, que se espera se aplique 

con los estudiantes y mejore a los estudiantes de lectura extensa para el 

desarrollo de habilidades de lectura en el idioma inglés y se adapte a las 

necesidades del grupo. Los beneficiarios de esta investigación serán las 

autoridades, docentes y estudiantes de la Unidad Educativa "Monseñor 

Leónidas Proaño". 
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INTRODUCTION
English language into learning should enable students to acquire

knowledge about peace and democracy to contribute to the Good Living.

Reading skills today is a more complex process and students are not

developing strategies to face these challenges, this has been nationally

reflected by the Ministry of Education itself.

The difficulty is not far from the students of Eighth Grade Room “A”

of "Monseñor Leónidas Proaño” Public High School, Zone 8, District 2,

Province of Guayas, Ximena Parish, school year 2016-2017, in which

difficulties in extensive reading and its influence in the development of

reading skills, comes as scientific problem.

As a solution, a manual with a system of activities for the treatment

of extensive reading is designed through a field study, bibliographic and

statistical research. This paper is structured as follows:

CHAPTER I: context of research, research problem: conflict situation and

scientific fact, causes, formulation of the problem, objectives, research

questions and justification are explained.

CHAPTER II: background, theoretical foundations and relevant terms are

presented.

CHAPTER III: study design, types of research, the population and the

sample, operationalization of variables, research methods, techniques and

instruments used, data analysis, interpretation of results, conclusions and

recommendations are exposed.

CHAPTER IV: title of the proposal, aim, and feasibility of its description,

validation of the proposal, the social impact and beneficiaries, bibliography

and annexes are presented.
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CHAPTER I

THE PROBLEM

CONTEXT OF INVESTIGATION

In Ecuador, education has several inaccuracies at the general level,

however, in recent years has been slightly improved, because the

Government has invested more in education, creating institutions, improving

some of the existing ones and training the teacher.

With the purpose of contributing to education, this investigation has

been carried out in the " Monseñor Leónidas Proaño" Public High School,

which through its 30 years of institutional life has remained at the forefront

of curricular innovations. This began its educational work on November 7,

1987, it locates in the Isla Trinitaria Mz. Ñ neighborhood.

As for the innovations that the institution has had, it could be described

in stages of the most relevant of its institutional life: the first stage was 2005

when the institution received help from the University of Guayaquil and the

Municipality of the city, and the second stages was in 2008 when the

government remodeled infrastructure and built a computer room for the

institution, and also increased the English room.

Currently, the institution operates with complete basic education and

high school that through its institutional life has shown the forefront of

curriculum innovations, so that the educational curriculum it is necessary to

have the authorities as the Rector, Vice-Rector and Secretary, teaching staff

and teacher of English highly qualified to solve common difficulties affecting

students in their environment, thus establishing a process of institutional

transformation that is realistic and efficient, Students, authorities, parents

and educational community in the definition and management of the

teaching-learning process.
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For this reason, it was concluded that the learning of students of Eighth

Grade Room "A" of " Monseñor Leónidas Proaño " Public High School, Zone

8, District 2, Province of Guayas, Ximena Parish, in the Academic School

2016-2017, has been affected by the low quality of resources for learning

the reading ability of students and their poor application in the development

of reading activities.

PROBLEM OF INVESTIGATION

CONFLICT SITUATION
In Ecuador, education has several failures at the general level,

nevertheless in recent years there has been slight improvement due to the

government has invested more in education.

At “Monseñor Leónidas Proaño” Public High School, it has been

possible to determine through a survey that students do not have enough

interest in reading; they do not pay attention to the readings that the English

book shows. Certain students even get bored and fall asleep because

almost all the activities of the book are of completion and unattractive topics.

As a consequence, students do not have good reading skills making it

difficult to communicate. Therefore, the low level of motivation makes

English is a boring subject.

In addition, it was evidenced through a direct observation that there is

little use of appropriate reading didactic techniques to develop reading skills

within an English class, where curricular flexibility is necessary to establish

pedagogical intervention strategies to significantly improve reading class.

Finally, another problem identified was the limited variety of topics

discussed in the reading passages since students only read the readings

provided by the book. Class observations evidenced that at the beginning

of the reading class there is no proper exploration of prior knowledge, no

support material is shown to convey enthusiasm and to arouse interest in

the reading class, and neither the participation of the student nor their

comprehension is verified after the readings.
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In conclusion, at “Monseñor Leónidas Proaño” Public High School, there

is no didactic material with innovative readings that develop the abilities of

the students. Also, the students feel unmotivated, since the material does

not guide the teacher to explore the activities in classes, in spite of Its limited

effort has been insufficient to meet the needs of the English class at this

school.

SCIENTIFIC FACT
Within the education system is not easy to determine its effectiveness

adequately through curricular analysis and evaluation as a motive to

investigate and establish the appropriate methods to implement a quality

education according to the demands of society based on cultural values and

high level professional training. In Ecuador, through the National System of

Evaluation and Social Accountability the performance of teachers and

students is evaluated. This management are monitored the quality of

education provided by our educational system and the definition of policies

that will establish the improvement of the teaching-learning process.

Since 2008, quality primary and secondary education levels was

measured the Ministry of Education carries out the test SER (System

Evaluation and Accountability Education) nationwide, where such evidence

was obtained to result in poor performance of students with acceptable

grades found in the Highland region is reflected.

For this reason, with these results have been detected the need to

improve the quality of the Educational System of Ecuador, analysts consider

that the factors associated with learning should be analyzed and

accompany the teacher who imparts this foreign language with more

training and institutions educational with the necessary material to be able

to offer an English class with excellence and above all to implement study

techniques with great quality of learning, in order to increase in students

their knowledge in classes and their potential for evaluation.
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But it is necessary to validate the investigation, it will be mandatory to

carry out a verification check of the insufficiency to develop Reading Skills

in students of Eighth Grade Room "A" of “Monseñor Leónidas Proaño”

Public High School, Zone 8, District 2, Province of Guayas, Ximena Parish,

in the Academic Year 2016-2017.

CAUSES

Strategies and didactic reading techniques are not adequately applied.

 Insufficient adequate material to carry out the readings in classes.

The material does not guide the teacher to explore the activities in class.

Due to the low level of motivation the student shows little interest in the

reading class.

FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM

 How does the extensive reading influence the development of

readings skills in the students of Eighth Grade Room "A" of

“Monseñor Leónidas Proaño” Public High School, Zone 8, District 2,

Province of Guayas, Ximena Parish, in the Academic Year 2016-

2017?

OBJECTIVES OF INVESTIGATION

This investigative project is based on the use of extensive reading to

optimize the learning process of English language and improve the reading

students’ ability.

As a consequence of the difficulties students have in understanding any

reading, and the low knowledge of vocabularies have lost interest in the

readings, it has selected the following aims that will help of this investigation

for developing the reading skills.
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GENERAL OBJECTIVE

To examine the influence of the extensive reading in the development

of reading skills through a field study and a bibliographical study for

designing of a didactic manual of stories and biographies fostering

extensive reading to improve reading skills.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

 To identify the influence of extensive reading through a bibliographic,

statistical and field study.

 To measure the basis that sustains the influence in the reading skills

performance through a bibliographic, statistical and field study.

 To select the most important aspects of the investigation to design a

didactic manual of stories and biographies fostering extensive

reading to improve reading skills.

RESEARCH QUESTIONS

How will the didactic manual of stories and biographies fostering extensive

reading to improve reading skills helps to students in the learning process

of a foreign language?

What kind of aspects must be considered for designing of a didactic

manual to develop reading skills in English?

What are the types of reading techniques that will motivate students to

read?

What is the extensive reading?
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JUSTIFICATION

This investigative project is considered convenient since extensive

reading can be defined as reading a large amount of text, where trust in

reading and fluency in reading are prioritized as it is part of the process of

understanding. Similarly, the articulation of the information is presented in

activities involving mastery of cognitive forms, practices and value. It is

considered a teaching strategy that helps to plan the actions of students,

used to solve tasks and evaluate how this habit is performed.

Similarly, it should be noted that reading skills is the primary ability to

develop all competencies in the English language because is the first

starting point for acquiring knowledge through previous expectations and

knowledge.

This investigation contributes to science and the education due to that

through a didactic manual stories and biographies fostering, which will

strengthen the development of the reading techniques, thus improving the

cognitive, perceptive, attitude and sociological factors.

Therefore, this investigation complies with legal basis of the Strategic

Outlines Plan for Good Living (Sumak Kaway) which prioritizes the

individual as part of community and good living of the people, rather than

the quantifiable development, that means, the Sumak Kaway organize and

build a knowledge system in Ecuador and all the Andean region. It also

complies with Objective C 4.4 literal, which argues that educational

processes be harmonized in terms of output profiles, skills, abilities and

learning outcomes for the effective promotion of students from different

educational levels, who is chasing live teaching and learning to live in order

to improve interaction between education, scientific and technological

research and expanding educational opportunities at higher levels.

Moreover, the Common European Framework of Reference establishes

that activities within the reading activities the user is able to understand

familiar words and names and very simple phrases, such as posters,
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posters and catalogs. In addition, the Common European Framework of

Reference for Languages: Learning, Teaching, Evaluation (CEFR) is an

essential element of the Council of Europe's language policy in order to unify

the criteria used to learn, teach and evaluate languages in Europe, it

proposes several guidelines while presenting the keys to reflect on what

languages are, on the skills to be developed in their learning and on ways

of establishing and monitoring their own learning plans, likewise, with the

Common European Framework of Reference aims at achieving the levels

of competence that can be obtained in language learning (A1, A2, B1, B2,

C1 and C2).

The Organic Law of Intercultural Education (LOEI) stated in Article 57,

in item 14 of the Constitution of the Republic, referring to the rights of

communities, peoples and nationalities, (14.) states that it is important "to

develop and strengthen the system of bilingual intercultural education with

quality criteria for the care and preservation of identities in line with their

teaching and learning methodologies". All of this is evident in this research.

In short, education is a priority for the State, guaranteeing equality and

social inclusion and an indispensable condition for good living; being direct

beneficiaries the students of Eighth Grade Room "A" of “Monseñor Leónidas

Proaño” Public High School, and parents, teachers and the community in

general as indirect beneficiaries, as they are also part of the teaching-

learning process.
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CHAPTER II

THEORICAL FRAMEWORK

BACKGROUND OF THE STUDY

In our country, the main challenges are to improve the quality of

education in the English language. However, due to lack of resources for

teaching in the field of education, educational institutions are limited and

have not been able to evolve in the process of teaching learning. This is that

teachers still lack strategies, techniques or adequate resources to improve

and develop reading skills and students to achieve to be motivated to adopt

a reading habit.

Considering this, it has been researched records related to the subject

under study, which have been developed previously in the literature search

among existing materials that can suggest with contributions in order to

resolve scientific questions as extensive reading and to improve reading

skills. Then, it is contemplated that various authors have referred to these

issues and their variations. As mentioned in her thesis, Govea (2011) stated

that:

The benefits of reading in teaching English as a Foreign Language

(EFL) are widely known. This develops the knowledge of students

about studying the language and the universe around them; also,

stimulates the development and consolidation of their mental

processes, their reading strategies and linguistic knowledge, while

confers importance on the previous experiences of the reader. (p. 30)

This means that the benefits obtained with the reading are many,

because this helps students to develop and strengthen their mental

processes as well as linguistic knowledge.

Similarly, Matesanz (2012) claims that “reading is an immense source

of pleasure and one of the fundamental keys of learning and school

success” (p. 2). This means that reading is indispensable in an intellectual
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life, since it is the best way to educate the imagination. Moreover, it is the

best way to learn to write of the hand of the classic authors and always a

rich source of suggestions.

Likewise, Solée (2002) stated that “reading is the process that performs

the understanding of written language, noting that this process can offer

different perspectives as agents come into play as the type of reading

(intensive or extensive), the plurality of objectives or text types of used” (p.

5).  Evidently, a good reason to read a specific book is that someone has

liked it; it is appreciated and recommended. Another reason is to have read

before with pleasure some other book of the same author and to have

perceived that approach of imagination that encourage the spirit of the

students.

Moreover, Ponce (2012) remarks that “Extensive reading is often

defined as the approach to teaching and learning to read in a second or

foreign language in which students read a lot of text in the target language

that are within their linguistic skills”. In this type of reading, the main thing is

the global comprehension of the text and not the vocabulary, pretending that

the student is able to assimilate the information even if he does not know all

the words that appear in the text.

In short, the aspects considered in extensive reading are the quantity

and variety, rather than the quality of the text, since by its extension the

student promotes lust and reduces the fear of the texts. In addition, it

stimulates the autonomy of the student allowing the Learning to occur at

any time outside the classroom and improve vocabulary.

Consequently, this investigative work makes relevance for extensive

reading as support for English language teaching, where students will have

a valuable resource in the teaching-learning process that help them promote

reading skills. In conclusion, the purpose of extensive approach is to foster

positive attitudes in students as readers, to enable them to participate in the

choice of material to be read and the time it is read, by providing various

texts on various topics.
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THEORETICAL FOUNDATION

DIDACTIC FOUNDATION

EXTENSIVE READING
The main objective of this study and it is worth mentioning that reading

is the most important skill of the English language, as students are able to

identify words, acquire new meanings, articulation and correct pronunciation

in order to achieve an understanding that will become the support of other

English skills.

This conception regards reading as the main ability to develop all

competencies in the English language; because reading is the first starting

point to acquire knowledge through expectations and prior knowledge.

As Solée (1999) claimed,

Reading is the process whereby written language is understood. In this

understanding intervenes the text, its shape and its content, as the

reader his expectations and his previous knowledge. So, to read we

need to handle the decoding skills and contribution of objectives, ideas

and previous experiences, also it needs to involve in the process of

prediction that relies on the information provided in the text and then

be interpreted with their own words (p. 22-23)

In summary, reading is to comprehend what people read and, as a

good reader, find the meaning of words and relate it to their own ideas.

Given this, extensive reading is presented as an alternative for

raising students’ motivation. According to Ruiz (2005), “by focusing on the

aesthetic study of discourse, leaving aside the only linguistic analysis and

developing reading skills, vocabulary, spelling, writing and language skills

of the readers towards a positive attitude” (p.234).

In addition, Grellet (1981) said that extensive reading emphasizes on

the meaning of the text unlike any other reading. In the same way, Aeberold

and Field (1997) stated that “extensive reading is based on the belief that
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when students read to the general understanding large amounts of text of

your own choice, improve reading ability without question” (p. 41).

In conclusion, the purpose of extensive reading is primarily

attitudinal, and it aims to promote the habit of reading. In this sense, it enjoys

full freedom for students who are selected texts they want to read.

INTENSIVE READING
Intensive reading is used for the student to focus more on the

language in the text. This means that the student will learn to respond to

comprehensive questions, learn vocabulary, grammar study and existing

expressions in the text, translate every word, etc. This is where the teacher

involved with students with activities for their understanding. According to

Abbot (1996),

It is being performed more frequently in the teaching of second

languages, at any level, it is the reading of relatively short texts with

the central aim of learning success vocabulary and grammar function

of the understanding of meaning, its practice is richer if carried out in

class (p. 27)

Similarly, Brown (2001) stated that "intensive reading occurs when the

student focuses on language rather than in the text" (p.134). In conclusion,

the Intensive reading is to understand and retain the information for a long

time where the application of grammar rules and the meaning of each word

for understanding the text. On the other hand, extensive reading is to read

large amounts of material that is chosen by the student, reading more

relaxed practiced for attaining a more global understanding and is not

needed to practice the language.

OBJECTIVES OF EXTENSIVE READING
The primary objective of extensive reading is the global understanding

of the text and it is intended that the student is able to assimilate the

information but do not know all the words that appear in the text. This means

that this type of reading is used with the aim of developing other tasks such
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as a summary, an oral report, a report written a group discussion, etc.; that

is used as a means to an end, where the students are given freedom to

choose reading materials that interest them an are delegated more

responsibility to find materials appropriate to their level.

Regarding extensive reading, Esch (1988, p.194) proposed four

objectives for extensive reading:

 The first objective is the development of appropriate habits, such as

the use of reading strategies; for example, deduced from the context

the meaning of unfamiliar words.

 The second objective is the acquisition of language and its

components. According to some studies, extensive reading

promotes learning vocabulary and sentence structures, due to the

extension of the reading.

 The third objective is to acquire sociocultural content of the target

language. This is knowledge that has any native of your own country,

such as in the case of ELE: what is sung in a birthday, when the Magi

come, eaten at Christmas or what time is dinner in Spain and

Spanish-speaking countries.

 The fourth objective is to enjoy the experience of reading. Although

this goal applies especially to the teaching of languages, obviously

in teaching foreign languages can also play an important role.

In short, for extensive reading in teaching English as a foreign

language, stories or reading booklets graduate, created especially for

learners with different levels of competition are used, among others.

IMPORTANCE OF EXTENSIVE READING IN THE TEACHING-
LEARNING PROCESS

As it regards extensive reading, it represents a strategic opportunity

to apply concepts concerning the reading process in teaching situations

problematics because this has an approach which promotes interactive and
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autonomous role of the reader in the process of constructions of meanings

and senses for permanent improvement. That is to say when extensive

reading is used as a reading strategy, it focuses on understanding general

ideas and not in practice strategies or specific reading skills. However, the

teacher never leaves his advisory role in the teaching-learning process.

With regard to this, Barbán, Cabrera and Rosales (2013) stated that:

The practice of this kind of reading encourages fluidity and reduces

the fear of more extensive texts; increase the active and passive

vocabulary; and consolidates previously learned linguistic structures;

one of its benefits translates into improved written skills. Generally,

being an individual activity, students at different levels of competence

can read at their own pace without feeling pressured by the rhythm of

the group; encourages learner autonomy by allowing learning occurs

outside the classroom; and students who do not have the habit of habit

of reading can show them the pleasure of reading. The systematic

practice of extensive reading helps to train students in the habit of

reading independently (p. 79-88).

In summary, the learning benefits which lead to extensive reading are

numerous. Perhaps the most important is to read a book from the initial

level, which produces a sense of accomplishment and instant gratification,

which by extension, increases the exposure of students to the language that

goes beyond reading. These benefits extend to all areas of the use of

language and knowledge, resulting in construction of a valuable means in

the development of general culture.

BENEFITS OF EXTENSIVE READING
According to Ruiz (2011), “extensive reading as an autonomous

student reading provides multiple benefits” (p. 217). Moreover, these

benefits are considered subjective, since they vary depending on the type

of reader, their interests and needs. This type of reading represents for the

reader/student a chance to:
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 Develop attitudinal goals.

 Wake up and/ or increase their motivation.

 Form reading habits.

 Expand their cultural horizons.

 Ensure free choice of text.

 Apply reading comprehension strategies according to their own

needs and interests.

 Improve their vocabulary.

 Have greater reading fluency.

 Increase their confidence level.

 Expand their knowledge regarding issues of a general nature and

academic.

 Acquire grammatical competence.

 Improve their reading comprehension.

 Have more contact with the target language

 Transfer the knowledge gained during reading to other areas of

languages.

In summary, the main purpose of extensive reading is to promote the

students’ interest and pleasure. In practice, students are encouraged to

move forward on level of proficiency and confidence in reading longer texts

and difficulties in the future.

THE ROLE OF EXTENSIVE READING IN LANGUAGE LEARNING.
It is pertinent to remember that this kind of reading is not enough for the

majority of people to learn to read and write in a foreign language. It must

be developed in the necessary strategies so extensive reading have the

expected success. For that, intensive reading should be practiced in the
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classroom and motivate the student to apply it when they read at home.

According to several authors, the following aspects must be followed to

teach extensive reading:

1. It can provide “comprehensive input”: Krashen (1982) argued that

“extensive reading will lead to language acquisition, provided certain

preconditions are met, that is to say including adequate exposure to

the language, besides having an interesting material and an

atmosphere of relaxed learning, without tension” (p. 1). Moreover,

Elley and Manghubai (1983) stated that “exposure to second

language is usually planned, restricted, gradual and largely artificial”

(p. 55). That is to say, according to Krashen’s model, it should follow

a reading program provided and the choice of graded readers.

2. It can enhance learners' general language competence: According

to Grabe (1991:391) and Paran (1996:30) claimed that “the

importance of extensive reading in providing learners with practice in

automaticity of word recognition and decoding the symbols on the

printed page (often called bottom-up processing)”, that is, with

extensive reading the student indirectly thrives as a reader in all

elements of the flow of text and unconsciously acquires all language

skills by emphasizing the meaning of the text making the difference

on any type of reading as it guides to promote The habit of reading.

3. Increases the exposure of students to the language: For Elley (1991)

said that: “the quality of language exposure received by students is

considered important for its potential to acquire new form of input”

(p.403). In addition, he mentioned that “the provision of large

amounts of reading material to children as fundamental to reducing

the gap exhibition, between L1 students and L2 students, as a result

the effect of reading literacy will have propagated on the other

linguistic abilities-writing, speaking and control over the syntax”

(p.404).
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4. It can increase the knowledge of vocabulary:  Nagy and Herman

(1987) stated that “children between three and twelve years old learn

3000 words per year, only a small percentage of this type of learning

is due to direct vocabulary instruction, the remainder being due to

acquisition the words of the reading” (p. 19), this means that

traditional approaches to teaching vocabulary are those that control

the number of new words that are taught in each class (words often

occur in related sets). Thus, students practice silent reading so

effectively that they increase their vocabulary.

5. It can lead to improvement in writing: Krashen (1984) said “a number

of studies that seem to show the positive effect of reading writing

skills of the subjects, indicating that students who are prolific readers

their pre-college years become better writers when they enter

college” (p.151), evidently, with the practice of this type of reading,

fluency is encouraged and the medium is reduced to reading more

extensive text, increasing the active and passive vocabulary, thus

consolidating the linguistic and grammatical structures that help the

writing skills.

Moreover, Hafiz and Tudor (1989, p.4-13) in the UK and Pakistan,

and Robb and Susser (1989, p.239-249)) in Japan, stated that “a

significant improvement in the written work of subjects in other

language skills”, this means that as a result of these reading

programs based on input-oriented acquisition, wide as some

effective means improvements in writing and student

communication.

6. It can motivate learners to read: It's important to have a material

selected for extensive reading programs should address the needs

of students, reading tastes and interests, to energize and motivate

students to read books. According to Bell and Campbell (1997), “the

issue in a context that presents different ways to motivate students

to read and explain the role of extensive reading and regular use of

libraries in promoting reading habit” (p. 22).
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7. It can consolidate previously learned language: Extensive reading

material is of high interest for both children and adults. Wodinsky and

Nacion (1988) claimed that it "offers the possibility of strengthening

and recombining learned in the classroom language, graded readers

have controlled grammatical load and lexicon, and provide regular

and adequate language of new forms of repetition” (p.155).

Therefore, students will receive the reinforcement required to ensure

that the new vocabulary entry will be retained and made available for

oral and written production.

8. It helps to build confidence with extended texts: Kembo (1993) stated

that “the value of extensive reading in the development of student

confidence and ability to deal with these longer texts” (p. 36). This

means that students need to be trained to develop reading skills for

studying longer text.

9. It encourages the exploitation of textual redundancy: Kalb (1986) saw

“redundancy as an important means of processing, and extensive

reading as a means to recognize and deal with redundant elements

in the texts, ideas of cognitive psychology have informed our

understanding of how brain functions in reading” (p. 420), it is evident

that with an excess of visual cues cause the brain which prevents

overloading the reader to interpret the message correctly.

10. It facilitates the development of prediction skills: According to Nunan

(1991) argued: “Previous knowledge is seen as a platform for readers

to predict the content of a text on the basis of a pre-existing scheme,

when students read, these schemes are activated and help the

reader to interpret the message beyond the printed words”.

It is obvious that while the more students have prior knowledge

of the topic, the easier and faster the reading will be because the

texts are not always pleasant and colorful to the students, making the

reading a bit boring and difficult to capture the interest, therefore with

previous knowledge the students will activate the knowledge of the

language as vocabulary, grammatical structures, etc.
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In short, the role of extensive reading in learning language is important

because the students will acquire a better habit of reading.

CHARACTERISTICS OF EXTENSIVE READING
Regarding reading skills can that are very important because they are

powerful tools to communicate with other people it means that a successful

reading occurs when there is a correspondence between the string of letters

that are recognized and representation of the word. According to Day and

Bamford (2002) claimed that the definition of extensive reading is better

understood if the following principles are observed:

1. Students read as much as possible.

2. A variety of materials on a range of topics is available.

3. Students select what they want to read.

4. The purposes of reading are usually related to pleasure, information

and general understanding.

5. Reading is its own reward.

6. Reading materials are well within the linguistic competence of the

students in terms of vocabulary and grammar.

7. Reading is individual and silent.

8. Reading speed is usually faster than slower.

9. Teachers orient students to the goals of the program.

10.The teacher is a role model of a reader for the students. (p.2)

In short, the purpose of extensive reading approach is to foster positive

attitudes in students as readers, to follow them to be they who choose their

own material, in which the teacher must make available various texts of

topics varied thus be strengthened the habit of reading.

TYPES OF EXTENSIVE READING PROGRAMS
Many authors who have written on extensive reading and between

their contributions that have offered are a variety of programs or activities
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that can be carried out in order to promote extensive reading. Among the

various programs offered are the following:

1.- Reading box: Considered as strategies to encourage reading and writing

with the aim of trying to spark the imagination of children with games and

funny stories. According to Garcia (2007, p.24) said the box reading

"strengthens the promotion of reading in the classroom allowing students

come into direct contact with the printed book, to make it part of their daily

activities because the building reading has to be promoted and carried out

with the book in hands "

2.- Reading corner: It is a specific place within the classroom where students

are offered a variety of books on various subjects, the same reading material

must be chosen by the teacher. Within this type of program students choose

the text you wish and after completion can be exchanged texts among

students.

3.- EBooks: It is an electronic or digital version of a book. Also, usually well

it is called the device used to read these books, which is also known as e-

book reader but the correct term is (e-reader), which can be integrated into

computers, mobile phones or the latest, specific readers based in electronic

ink. According to Gordon and Lopes (2012) stated:

Electronic books have renewed the traditional concept of the book,

favoring the socialization of reading, participation and the breakdown

of the traditional chain of editing. Publishing companies have adapted

to the new context with new proposals, in which the content is of

increasing importance. It is taking a struggle between large groups like

Amazon, Apple and Google for control of the market as it consolidates.

These brands are internationalizing and during 2011 have landed in

several European and Latin American countries, holding positions

found. (p. 83-90)

3.- Wikis: A wiki is a web site built by multiple users asynchronously, can be

defined as a collection of web pages that can be easily edited by anyone,
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anytime, anywhere, is a simple database online where each page is edited

easily only with a web browser, no need for special software or a web master

to create the content.

4.- Blogs: A blog is a website where one or more authors (bloggers)

regularly publish articles (call entries or posts) very motley topics that are

ordered chronologically, most current less. They are also called blogs or

weblog. Under each entry provides a space where readers can leave

comments and several buttons to share content on social media.

5.- Readers club: According to Alcon (2013) said "Readers club emerge to

promote the reading habit and as a meeting point to share the reading

experience among its members." ( p.1)

6.- Classroom library: The classroom library is a place that is home made

and sets of books, magazines and other appropriate printed materials for

students. They are designed to be used daily, either for short or for personal

consultations and group readings. Meanwhile, Durban (2010) considered

that:

The classroom library is more than a resource; it also creates

opportunities continued support for teacher education and curriculum

development coordination work. In this sense, justifying the school

existence is not the school library itself as a stable organizational

structure that provides library services, but rather, its use as an

educational resource facilitates the development of teaching-learning

and reading practices, and consequently its conceptualization as a

pedagogical agent. (p. 24)

In general, an extensive reading program is an extra-curricular activity

where students read outside of class that have a primary focus of working

with books on various topics.

READING SKILLS
On the first abilities that people learn is reading because it is the medium

of communication through which seek the information they need from
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books, newspapers and magazines; further reading provides students with

intelligence, it helps develop memory and imagination. According to

Petoskey (1982) stated that “Ability to the domain of activity, necessary for

conscious regulation of the activity, Knowledge and habits, this imply that

readers predict, show, assume and reorganize their understanding of the

text that develops during reading activities” (p 188), this means that it is

considered shaft ability to perform an activity involving the domain of

cognitive forms, practices and value.

In other words, the term skill is synonymous with know-how develop the

reading, means that students must demonstrate “know-low”. In addition, the

skills of reading forms can be distinguished not only by the content of the

actions executed, but by the character that are performed: level of

independence, accuracy, depth and creativity.

Regarding reading skills, students will be able to understand the text, in

addition, the student will have more fluidity and speed of communication.

However, each depends on your link, that is to say that some teachers do

not take the importance of fluency or speed, but rather intended to assess

students in order to gauge their understanding. Indeed, people have a

language, but to make use of it will have to use voice or written texts, but

the ability is achieved with continued practice and be motivated in order to

achieve success in understanding more way effective.

In other words, reading is the main skill to develop all competence’s in

the English language; because reading is the first point of departure to

acquire knowledge through expectations and previous knowledge,

according to Solée (1999) in her book “Reading strategies”:

Reading is the process whereby written language is understood. In this

understanding intervenes the text, its shape and its content, as the

reader his expectations and his previous knowledge. So, to read we

need to handle the decoding skills and contribution of objectives, ideas

and previous experiences, also it needs to involve in the process of
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prediction that relies on the information provided in the text and then

be interpreted with their own words. (p.22-23)

In short, reading skills is to acquire information from texts is meant by

learning to read, also involves the implementation of a large number of

processes and activities to support comprehension and recall of information.

IMPORTANCE OF READING SKILLS
Reading skills is a process that can distinguish and recognize the

content read where each person carries within itself the analysis of each of

its parts to highlight the essential knowledge newly acquired, that is to say

that reading skills are important, if the following principles are observed:

1. Power observation skills

2. Plump for the growth and improvement of oral communication.

3. Building up the trial capacity.

The most important thing is the experience of scans from an early

age, but requires the support of teachers to achieve complete mastery, so

continuous practice for optimal growth of knowledge is necessary.

Moreover, the student when it comes to the ability to build and reflect on the

meaning of what they read in a wide variety of texts.

In summary, the development of reading skills is through the daily bodily

processes to strengthen speed, fluency, and comprehension of the reader.

LEVELS OF READING SKILLS
Reading Skills are a constant practice in all student stages, so it is the

means of acquiring knowledge that enriches vision of reality, thinking and

facilitates increasing the capacity of expression. According to Santiago,

Castillo and Ruiz (2005) defined “to interpret this reading process it has

been split up into the succeeding stages

1. Creator Level: Includes all natural processes linked to the text

appearance:
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 Transforming a dramatic humorous text.

 Add a descriptive paragraph, autobiography

 Diary of a character.

 Change-up character.

 Enter a conflict that suddenly changes the ending story.

2. Critical Level: Considered the slowest reading, and you can come back

again over the contents have been treated for better comprehension, that is

making judgments about the text read, accept or reject but with

fundamentals. It has an evaluative sense where training intervenes reader,

his judgment and knowledge.

 Reality or fantasy.

 Adequacy and validity

 Appropriation

 Acceptance or rejection.

3. Appreciative Level: Represents the level of comprehension and

communication between author and reader that it involves comprehension

the content also can evaluate the artistic ability of the author; it makes a

literary analysis, if the text is related to the literature. This level includes the

previous cognitive dimensions:

Emotional response to the content: as the reader, must verbalize in

terms of involvement.

 Identifying with the characters and incidents

 Reactions to the use of the reader.

 Similes and metaphors: evaluates the artistic power of the lector.

4. Interferential Level: Considered the highest level of understanding,

where the reader looks beyond the text of the statement by author.

Therefore, this level establishes relationships that go beyond the text, using

decoding, inference, inductive and deductive reasoning and identification of

thematic interpretation of the text. In other words, seek relationships that go

beyond what they read, explain the most widely text by adding information

and past experience, relating what they read in our previous assets,
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formulating hypotheses and new ideas. The objective will be the evaluation

of results. This level may include the following:

 Infer additional details.

 Infer main ideas

 Inferring sequences

 Infer cause and effect

Predict outcomes based on a reading based unfinished interpreting

figurative language.”

PROCESSING IN READING
In the process of learning to read is the linguistic as a primary factor of

the structure and processing of spoken language where the processes

involved in reading and learning to read has to do with knowledge of the

written language that changes intellectual basic of people and language

skills. According to Fayol (2004) defined “the perceptual factors, cognitive

with linguistic and attitudinal components, that this increase the capacity,

this goes beyond the linguistic level and full interpretation of the text”.

(p.191)

Moreover, researchers from various disciplines, such as cognitive

psychology, developmental psychology and education have said that

reading is as interesting as important theoretical practice. In addition, your

domain forms the knowledge and experience affects perception in the

cognitive processes involved in reading.

However, Oakhill and Cain (2007) expressed that the “reading

comprehension need not automatically develop the components of reading

but depends on different specific skills in connection with the grapheme-

phoneme”. (p.63)

In fact, there are many studies on the analysis of reading skills in

different aspects of how this practical, linguistic and intellectual process

occurs, and these are:
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 Bottom-up processes have stimuli from the outside world - letters and

words, for reading and using that information with minimal resources

to higher-level knowledge. Therefore, the bottom-up processing has

as its main base at linguistics text units that activate certain schemes

of knowledge, that is to say the process of understanding starts with

pronunciation, semantic value and morphology of the word to finally

interpret the text full. Theories that stress bottom-up processing

according to Gough (1972, p.661-686) said that " focus on how

readers extract information from the printed page, claiming that

readers deal with letters and words in a relatively complete and

systematic fashion".

 Top down processes: This procedure begins with the comprehension

of the global aspects, this means that the understanding is from the

title to the basic idea of each paragraph, and then go to the smaller

linguistic units. Hence, this process is based on prior knowledge and

communicative situation so that the message is understood, that is

to say first start with the meaning of a paragraph then return to the

words and phrases that make up the message.

In other words, this processing allows comprehension of ambiguous text,

because schemes active and guide the reading process; according to

Kendeou, Van Den Broek, White and Lynch (2007) stated that:

The expectations of knowledge become essential elements in the

process of understanding, because we face the capacity one has to

understand the text with the simple I actually read the title or observe an

image, it is taken for casual relationships and events around their minds, so

this is the increasing ability of knowledge that allow them to understand what

they read. (p.237)

In conclusion, using the model bottom up say that good readers are more

adept analyzing words, but for those using the model from the top down on

the contrary, assert that good readers especially are able to take advantage

of the context to a greater extent that less skilled readers.
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STRATEGIES IN READING SKILLS
The reading demands study are not easy. However, it is all too common

for students to pay little attention to their own approaches to reading, that is

to say that how they read, and how they can improve the effectiveness and

speed of their reading.

Indeed, the strategies in reading skills provide extensive reading advice

for development of the comprehension. Furthermore, these strategies

provide reading tips that are specific for the purposes students may have,

according to Kizli (2016, p.32-35) these are:

 Purposeful reading: Be very clear about exactly what you are looking

for. Don’t just read aimlessly. Perhaps you will look for answers to

questions, general understanding of a topic or issue, detailed

knowledge, a range of perspectives, identification of a writer’s position,

evaluation of a writer’s position, arguments that support your position,

arguments that oppose your position, examples, statistics, definitions,

explanations, quotes, etc. Try to have the purpose in writing nearby so

you maintain focus. Purposeful reading of this nature can help you read

faster and more selectively. It can also help your concentration and your

ability to remember.

 Scanning: Scanning is reading quickly to search for specific information.

You may not realise it, but you are already good at scanning. You scan,

for example, when checking a TV guide or a phone book. Scanning may

allow you to ‘read’ up to 1,500 words a minute. One reason to scan an

academic text that you have found while researching is to locate key

terms as a means to assess the text’s relevance.

 Skimming: Skimming is reading quickly to gain a general idea.

Skimming may allow you to ‘read’ up to 1000 words a minute. Skimming

helps you identify whether or not to continue reading, what to read

carefully, and where the best place is to begin. Skimming an academic

text immediately before you read it carefully can help you consider what

you already know and can help you develop a purpose for reading. An

initial skim can also help maximize your interest in the text and your
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understanding and reflection on the material. As with scanning,

skimming does not involve reading every word. Instead, you may skim

by reading:

• Titles

• Subheadings

• Words in that are in bold, in italics or Underlined

• Diagrams

• A report’s abstract, introduction or conclusion

• The first sentence of every paragraph

• Chapter questions

• Chapter objectives

• Chapter summaries

 Information words: There will be times when you need to do more than

skim a text in the way described above, but still need to read quickly.

This may require ability to conduct “surface reading”. It is worth

remembering that no more than 50% of the words in an average

textbook are “information” words. The other words are like glue and

paint: they are there to provide connections and add interest, but are

not essential for meaning. If you concentrate on information words, you

can read faster and with better comprehension. But, how do you learn

to pick out the important information words? A large part of the trick

involves paying attention to what the author is trying to say. Look for the

message, and the information words will emerge naturally.

 Phrase reading: Watch the eyes of a friend or a member of your family

while he or she is reading. You will see that they move along each line

of print in a series of jerks. The pauses between the jerks are known as

fixations. It is during the fixations that your eyes take in words. Poor

readers take in only one or two words in each fixation. For example:

| This is | how a | poor | reader’s| eyes move | along | lines| of print. |

A good reader, on the other hand, takes in several words in each

fixation.

| This is how | a better reader’s | eyes move along | lines of print. |
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 Analytical reading: Analytical reading (or study reading) is needed when

you want to make sure that you fully grasp and appreciate what you are

reading. You may have to read statements more than once, stop to think

about them, or jot down key words when using this style. As a result,

your reading rate can easily drop to below 100 words a minute.

 Marking the text: If the text you are reading is your own copy, you could

also underline key words, highlight with a marker, or make notes in

margins, or alternatively, if you don’t own the text, you could use little

‘post-it’ labels. This process of marking texts can help you concentrate

(and keep reading!) and can help you identify key points and make the

book easier to survey later when you need to use it again for your

assignment or to revise for an exam. revise effectively later

 Note-taking: If you don’t take notes well, or don’t take them at all, now

is the time to develop this essential skill! Note-taking can help you gain

deeper understanding and reflection, a better ability to remember and

good exam preparation materials for later.

 Managing vocabulary: Even if you are a native English speaker, you

may at times feel overwhelmed by the amount of unfamiliar vocabulary

you encounter. Of course, as a university student, you have a great

opportunity and need to build you vocabulary (discipline specific and

general), so consult glossaries and use a dictionary. Keep a list of new

words: record their definitions and write example sentences which show

meaning and usage.

 Reading with others: Consider getting a “study buddy” or study group.

Be careful to keep focused on what you need to do and you may find

that by sharing notes, explaining, asking and quizzing each other, you

can increase your ability to understand, reflect upon and remember key

points in texts.

PROCEDURES IN TEACHING READING
In the process of teaching reading mediating action, the teacher in

their development it is basic with absolute validity and consistency. During

the process of teaching reading, students are actively associated with the
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text, in a dialogue in which various skills of thought and expression are

activated. The action of the master is decisive in each of the following steps:

 Before Reading: This is the stage that generates interest in the text to

read, this means that it is time to review the previous and prerequisite

knowledge; previous knowledge is acquired within a motivated environment,

the prerequisites give formal education and vocabulary, notions of reality

and their use of language. According Solée (1994) mentioned that “it is an

opportunity to motivate and generate curiosity”, besides that:

The Before Reading stage shows the pre-conditions and such

dynamics enriches the language, the questions and hypotheses,

memories evoked, familiarization with the written material and with

other substantive elements, they have a need and an interest target of

reader for presenting the ideas (text), to provide prior knowledge

motivated by self-interest. (p.118-120)

In the same sense, Solée (1994, p. 122) proposed that

"specific pre-reading skills are developed through activities such as:

1.- Denotative and connotative of the images that accompany the text

reading. The denotative invited to observe and describe the graphics such

as look and connotative, to interpret creatively.

2.- Activating prior knowledge: ask what she knows about the topic and how

it relates.

3.-The formulation of predictions about content, from provocative elements:

title, year of publication, author, graphics, keywords, foreword, bibliography,

etc.

4.- Determination of the purposes pursued reading: recreation, practical

application, finding information, critical evaluation.

 While reading: As a matter of fact, while reading is necessary because

the students do a reading recognition, individually, to become familiar with
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the general content of the text. Then they can read in pairs or small groups,

and then exchange views and knowledge according to the purpose of the

reading activity.

 After reading: In fact, after reading is stage which remains valid with the

use of the interaction and language, when the teacher proposes to students

preparing Schemes, summaries, comments, etc., here the work is more

reflective, critical, generalizing, metacognitive and metalinguistic; this

means that learning comes to a level intrapsychological.

EPISTEMOLOGIAL FOUNDATION
This investigative work is founded on the paradigm of knowledge

construction that is to say that the activities of teachers must be guided so

that in that way students will learn better, generating their own knowledge

based on the social environment around them; therefore, it is considered

important because it benefits all levels of education, that even students will

be more critical, analytical and capable of solving problems.

Afterwards, Prado (2009) said that “constructivism has as so that

students build their own learning; therefore, the teacher in his role as

mediator should support the student” (p.172), it is evident that the factors of

knowledge are developed through critical and logical thinking, for the

performance of motivation as a teaching of extensive reading to students of

Eighth Grade Room “A” of “Monseñor Leonidas Proaño” Public High School,

for that they can achieve self-knowledge.

In fact, with this foundation acquired knowledge is obtained, as students

succeed in increasing their analytical and comparative skills. In addition,

students are able to be more reflective, critical, judgmental and able to

discuss any topic.

In an effort to evolve in teaching in the 1970s, it appeared the design

method with the evolution of linguistics of Chomsky (1970) cited “was

adopted for language teachers and language with a deep structure of

language that has the emotional nature and it appears interpersonal
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learning” (p.56). According to Gattegno (1972) stated that “students are the

best in matter of developing activities independently and autonomously”

(p.80). However, this method was criticized because the teacher was distant

in general terms and classroom environment was not encouraging.

In short, through this research it is to give relevance to constructivism

that considers reading as an interpretive process that builds knowledge.

PHILOSOPHICAL FOUNDATION
According to Hidalgo (2005) mentioned about the interculturality in her

article "Culture, Multiculturalism, Interculturality and Transculturality:

Evolution of the Term", she sought to demonstrate the evolution

experienced by the term culture in society today, as a result of migration

that has occurred in most of the countries, to which it has referred an

intercultural society concerns is finding coexistence and mixture of cultures

promoting respect and tolerance between cultures.

Similarly, according to the definitions point to several authors as

Buendia (1992), Quintana (1992), Jordan (1996), and Arco (1998) agreed

that the term intercultural involves to the comprehensive communication

between the different cultures that live in the same space, and that through

these are where it occurs the recognition and valuation of each of the

cultures in a framework of equality.

In addition, the European Common Framework establishes

interculturality as the knowledge, perception and understanding of the

relationship between the world of origin and the world community under

study, so are the similarities and distinctive differences that produce an

intercultural awareness, including consciousness of regional and social

diversity in both worlds, enhancing both the mother tongue and a second

language.

In conclusion, both the skills and intercultural competences are those

that have the ability to link cultures of origin and foreign, which together

identify a variety of strategies for contact with people from other cultures, as
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well as the ability to complete the role of cultural intermediary between their

own culture and obviously in the foreign culture.

According to the article of Maria Esther Villanueva, "A Sociological of

Education Perspective Social Reality" (2013) said "meaningful learning is

one that leads to the creation of structures of knowledge through axiological

relationship between new information and previous ideas of students" ( p.

395) Therefore, according to Scheler (1948) exposed that “the values,

considered social products, cannot exist as such without man”, that is to

say, they aren't abstract, but they are real and concrete entities that the man

is the one who gives life, besides, it is considered as an essential

characteristic and man is the author of "technical events".

Moreover, Scheler (1948) told that an axiological reductionism is a

support of the values but no moral knowledge, as he said: "This knowledge

is made, then, by specific acts and functions they are different toto coelo

perceiving and thinking, and constitute the only access to the world of

values”. (p.107)

In short, the ethical value, the moral criterion of goodness is not directly

intended as an object in the respectful personal action with the objective

hierarchy of values, but from the perspective of the ethical values that moral

good is identified with the morally good value, one that depends on the

emotional perception and objective hierarchy respect what the realm of

values.

Mostly, the study of axiology to throughout its development has

undergone several conceptual categorizations, and not for their meaning

but by its relationship with the epistemological, educational foundation,

which makes relation to the study of values as part of the know.

Moreover, the transversality and integral education dimension of the

curriculum states that reflections are not new in the field of teaching or

philosophy, but its particular contribution is to make explicit a set of

aspirations for change in educational practice and profile future citizen
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providing a space within existing curricular designs to facilitate their

development, both theoretical and practical.

In this sense, one of the most innovative educational options for the

current proposal is decidedly rule for comprehensive training activity,

balanced way that includes both intellectual and moral aspects and that

enhances the harmonious development of personality of students and

students, not to mention the problematic social context in which they live.

As Montserrat Moreno (1993) stated that: "The thematic of the

transversal themes provides the bridge between the scientific and the

everyday, provided intended to propose thematic posed as media and

curricular materials, which come well quality instruments whose use and

control leads to obtain clearly visible results".

This is already reflected the Organic Law on the Right to Education

(LODE) (Organic Law 8/1985 of 3 July regulating the Right to

Education) in the second article of the introduction and the Organic

Law on the General System education (LOGSE) (Organic Law

1/1990 of 3 October) articles 1 and 2. (p. 30)

As a response to this, it has formulated the curriculum model, normative

document or theoretical basis that supports the educational reform

proposed by the Ministry of Education, which has been initiated at the level

of Basic Education to focus on this level the vast majority of the school-age

population.

This educational reform includes curriculum changes, such as the

incorporation of cross cutting issues, globalization of learning, organization

of study plan based on the integrated development of the four-basic

learning, in finding a life education and training basic general contributing to

signify the human being. (Ministry of Educación.1998, p. 12)
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The transverse axes are recurring themes that emerge from the social

reality and appear woven into each of the curriculum areas, becoming the

foundation for teaching practice by integrating the fields of being, knowing,

doing and living together through concepts, processes, values and attitudes

that guide teaching and learning. Consequently, they can't be regarded as

parallel to the content areas, but as means leading to learning that

encourages ethical-moral-humanistic and scientific formation of a human

being in harmony with social changes.

Inside these axes, it highlights the transverse axis values. This axis

involves promoting experiences related to the social and cultural reality in

which the student effectively identifies with the other and assume roles of

support, cooperation, encouragement, generosity, need to share and to

postpone immediate benefits for the welfare the other, assign

responsibilities and allow decisions that have to do with right and wrong,

right and wrong in relation to others. Thus, it contributes to the development

of moral reasoning and prosocial behavior.

In this sense, this article summarizes the results of an investigation

whose principal objective was to identify cognitive processes, construction

and dimensions of the transverse axis values in their pedagogical

operationalization, in the second stage of basic education.

Meanwhile, both the late nineteenth century as the entire twentieth

century Europe witnessed a continuous succession of artistic ideas, styles

and new trends, as Schaffer (1996) said:

The change of styles is particularly visible in the painting, who returns

to conquer in those years the place that music had occupied during

the Romantic period, returning to be the most popular, presumably,

the most influential art. It would certainly be naive to think of a direct

transposition of the artist's aesthetic theories, as if the artists would

work following the dictates of the intellectuals; It would not, however,

consider that less naive verifiable links and reciprocal likely, between
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what philosophers say about art and what artists do, are simply the

result of chance. The artistic ideal emerged from the post-Kantian

aesthetic has left a greater or lesser extent, his mark in much of

modern and modernist artistic and literary life, constituting,

somehow, the theoretical horizon of aspiration of the art world from

two hundred years ago, (p. 476)

It is evidenced that Kant's Aesthetics is the appreciation that explains,

in large part, surprise and astonishment aroused by the reading of the

critique with faculty of judgment to modern readers such measures should

also to contemporary aesthetics that focus on the art, the Kantian revolves

around a beauty that relates more to the products of the nature of art as

tangential way and dodge Kant devotes a few paragraphs of his work to the

artistic beauty and last but not least, the very notion of beauty so dear to

Kant, his century and classical theories on art, awakens suspicion

applicable, in the light of art being made today to an obsolete sensitivity.

PSYCHOLOGICAL FOUNDATION
The principles of this psychological foundation are applied to the

teaching-learning process in the educational context, emphasizing the

scientific facts of this research describing the implications of education and

growth of cognitive development.

Within this framework, Gonzalez and Criado (2010, p 129) stated in their

book "Psychology of Education for a teaching practice", supported

Vygotsky's thought, “which is the theory that has most influenced the

educational process, stating that the constructivist approach developed

students to increase their cognitive abilities; thus, being able to solve a

problem independently”, evidently Vygotsky's ideals lead to constructivism

because students take responsibility for their own learning process, build

their own knowledge, relate new information to prior knowledge, and give

meaning to the words they receive.
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In conclusion, the foundation makes a great contribution to this

investigation, because it is based on the philosophy will allow teachers to

create their own ideology and students will allow them to refine and improve

their learning in a coherent manner.

SOCIOLOGICAL FOUNDATION
This foundation determines how learning comes through the social

world, that is to say the society plays a fundamental role in the education of

man based on government laws.

On the basis of the ideas put forward in the teaching-learning process,

the teacher is the guide for students to acquire knowledge, in this case it is

necessary to emphasize that the student not only learns from his social

environment, but also in school are relevant factors in learning because you

are defining as a person to society.

Moreover, Bandura (1987) proposed “a paradigm that maintains

preference for the investigation focalized on human development,

understandable only by the action of learning within social contexts through

models in real and symbolic situations”. (p. 34:35)

In addition, he focuses his emphasis on the role of cognitive processes,

vicars, self-regulating and self-reflexive, as determining grounds in

psychosocial functioning, noting that the human mind is a powerful

instrument for understanding the environment, so Bandura argued:

That people, in addition to being knowledgeable and implementers,

are autoreactive and capable of self-direction, as the regulation of

motivation and action acting in part through internal criteria and

evaluative responses own executions because modeling isn’t only an

important vehicle for the dissemination of ideas, values and styles of

behavior within a society but also has a pervasive influence on cross-

cultural changes.
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According to Rocher, G. (1980) said that "process by which a person

learns and internalizes in the course of his life, the cultural elements of their

environment, integrated into the structure of its personality, influenced by

significant experiences of social actors, and is thus adapted to the social

environment within which to live " (p.133-134), that means the language

plays an essential role in the way how the student is understanding

increasingly the world he lives in, is the basic both inside and outside the

educational institution instrument, the social contexts in which it is inserted,

it is say that learning to read with the cultural object that must begin at

school.

In summary, this research is relevant to this foundation, as students will

be formed through social world within the teaching-learning process,

because society is the main factor in education based on constitutionals law

student to prevail good live.

PEDAGOGICAL FOUNDATION
Since ancient times, pedagogical has been part of man's knowledge to

gain new knowledge, aimed at obtaining a more evaluative and cognitive

communication to evolve through constructivism knowledge. With this

foundation, a preamble is made to the construction of learning, since it is

based on aspects of skills development, organization and integrity.

In other words, pedagogy sees different techniques, methodologies and

strategies that influence the educational process, because with this quality

learning is obtained, according to Abbagnano (1998) stated that “Pedagogy

in this origin means the practice or profession of the teacher then came to

mean any theory of education, meaning not just theory or generalized

orderly development of the possibilities of education, but also occasional

reflection or coerce any educational practice”. (p.800)

Understandably, it expresses that pedagogy is the pillar of education,

because it stresses the growth of knowledge strategies. Thus, on that point

is the challenge that student s take the paradigm of constructivist pedagogy

to achieve the ability to analytical, critical and social-cognitive thinking,
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conditioned in the document of general basic Education Curriculum, which

lays out the different theoretical concepts. According to Carretero (. 1997)

argues about constructivism as follows:

Basically, it can be said to be the idea that keeps the individual in

both the cognitive and social aspects of behavior and emotional, it is

not a mere product of the environment or simply a result of its internal

rules but their own construction that was produced every day as a

result of the interaction between these two factors. Accordingly, in

the possession of constructivism, knowledge is not a copy faithful to

reality but a construction of human beings, what instruments does

the person said construction? mainly with schemes that already

have, that is, with already built in its relationship with the surrounding

environment. (p 21)

According to Lucio (ND, p. 8) said that” Constructivism is raised that the

teacher's role isn’t to transmit knowledge, but to foster the tools for the

student to build upon their prior knowledge, and claims that the point most

interest to educational psychology is that, within the constructivist model,

knowledge is not simply acquired, or is not received a copy of reality, but a

construction of the subject’’.

According to these authors argued that constructivism is the

construction of a new knowledge based on prior knowledge and experience

that the learner already has. Constructivism the teacher’s role is not to

transfer knowledge but rather provide the tools the learner to be able to

create its own concept, this means that constructivism the main character

is a student, because this way it contributes new ideas to the field learning.

In conclusion, the constructivist view of learning contributes to this

investigation because it holds that educational institutions should promote

personal growth processes student considering the background and the

activity to be resolved, being through reading as key to achieving

meaningful learning and develop mental structures through strategies,

techniques and methods where students build their knowledge through
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activities that serve to represent, analyze and solve problems presented in

a text reader. Finally, it is the teacher who must teach attached to the

demands of society, that is to say updating the strategies to be more

attractive class and thus generate more student interest in reading.

TECHNOLOGICAL FOUNDATION
In accordance of the technological foundation in education, it is

imperative to note that technology plays an important role in our lives, on

the other hand, the impact that caused the technology in the application of

new techniques help to strengthen learning, to facilitate creativity,

motivation and with this new knowledge so you know how to apply them in

our daily lives is acquired.

LEGAL FOUNDATION
This investigation is based on the Constitution of the Republic of

Ecuador, the Organic Law of Intercultural Education and the Common

European Framework.

This concept of good living comes from the worldview of the people

before the crisis of a territory, the new Constitution (2010, p. 27) says how

to assess the state and society, considering indicators in a larger context

that seeks to take care of the balance and harmony that is life, according to

this investigation project is based on the following article:

“Art. 26.- Education is a right of people throughout their lives and an

unavoidable and inexcusable duty of the State. It is a priority area of

public policy and state investment, guarantee equality and social

inclusion and an indispensable condition for the good life. Individuals,

families and society have the right and responsibility to participate in

the educational process.”

Moreover, between the academic and technical knowledge that

everyone has an equal chance of being included in the process of learning,

which is based on the following article:
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“Art. 27.- The education will focus on the human being and ensure a

holistic development, within the framework of respect for human rights,

the environment and sustainable democracy; It is participatory,

compulsory, intercultural, democratic, inclusive and diverse, quality

and warmth; will promote gender equity, justice, solidarity and peace;

stimulate critical sense, art and physical education, individual and

community initiative and the development of skills and abilities to

create and work.”

To sum up, Education is indispensable for knowledge, the exercise of

rights and the building of a sovereign country, and constitutes a strategic

axis for national development.

Within the guidelines of the Organic Law Intercultural Education (LOEI)

(2012, p.3) provides in Art.2 that “individual effort and motivation of people

for learning, in that way the recognition and appreciation of teachers, to

ensure the respect of their rights and support their work, as an essential

factor of quality of education. It should also be mentioned, the policies of the

National”

Therefore, National Plan for Good Living (2013, p.25) according to

objective 4.4 stipulates “improve the quality of education at all levels and

modalities for knowledge generation and integral formation of creative,

supportive, responsible, critical, participatory and productive under the

principles of equality and social equity territoriality.”

In this policy, the National Plan for Good Living believes that education

is an essential component of good living and helps to improve and develop

knowledge at all levels simultaneously with educational values in order to

prepare excellent professionals.
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CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY

RESEARCH DESIGN
All investigation work requires establishing the methodological criteria

based on which the information was searched, which determine the

reliability and validity of the data collect process. Moreover, in this

investigation has been used the mixed paradigm, due to the combination of

quantitative and qualitative approaches, since both are used systematic,

careful and empirical processes.

According to Ibídem (2006), "the mixed approach is a process that

collects, analyzes and links qualitative and quantitative data in the same

study, or in a series of investigations to respond to an approach of the

problem.", this means that it goes beyond the collection of data of the modes

on the same phenomenon, implying from the approach of the problem

mixing thus the inductive and deductive logic.

In conclusion, this approach helped to formulate and clarify to the

problem, as well as the different appropriate ways to study and theorize the

problems of investigation, as such with the combination of quantitative and

qualitative approaches increases the possibility of expanding the

dimensions and understanding of this investigative project in order to

explore and exploit the data and to be useful to present the results.

TYPES OF INVESTIGATION
The types of investigation establish the degree of depth with which an

object is approached with a systematic, critical, reflexive and controlled

procedure that allows the discovery of facts, data or relationships in any field

of investigative knowledge. That is why this present investigative work will

be descriptive, exploratory, field, correlational and propositive; since it uses

a quantitative and qualitative approach.
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TYPE OF DESCRIPTIVE INVESTIGATION
The descriptive investigation points out the particular and

differentiating characteristics of some phenomenon, whose objective is to

predict events and to establish relations between variables responding to

the questions: What is it? How is it? Where is? How much? According to

Sabino (1986) stated that:

Investigation of descriptive type works on realities of facts, and its

fundamental characteristic is to present a correct interpretation. For

descriptive investigation, its primary concern lies in discovering some

fundamental characteristics of homogeneous sets of phenomena,

using systematic criteria that make it possible to reveal its structure or

behavior. In this way, you can get the notes that characterize the reality

studied. (p. 51)

In other words, Dahnke (1989) said that "descriptive investigation is to

measure, evaluate and collect data on various concepts (variables),

aspects, dimensions or components of the phenomenon to investigate" (p.

35)

In conclusion, this investigation is descriptive because it evaluates the

variables independently. In addition, the investigative work will be subjected

to an analysis in which general aspects of the problem presented in the

investigation are measured, evaluated and regularized.

TYPE OF EXPLICATIVE INVESTIGATION
Explicative investigative seeks to determine the why of phenomena by

means of determining cause-effect relationships. In addition, by means of

explicative investigations determine the meaning of the aspects of reality

take reference theories. According Arias (2012) cited:

The explicative investigation is responsible for searching the reason of

the facts by establishing cause-effect relationships”. In this regard, the

explicative studies can address both the determination of the causes

(post factor investigation), and the effects (experimental investigation),
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by hypothesis testing, results and conclusions constitute the deepest

level of knowledge. (p.26)

In summary, this investigation is explicative because it seeks and

identifies the cause of the phenomena from its origin, based on theories

studies meaning of an aspect of reality.

TYPE OF FIELD INVESTIGATION
Field investigation is done to collect the information from the same place

where the phenomenon occurs. With whose methodical work, it obtains

information from interviews, surveys or observations. In addition, the field

investigation is the most complete because the information is obtained

directly and to be documented authenticates its validity.

According to Palella and Martins (2010) claimed that: "Field

investigation consists of collecting data directly from the reality where the

facts occur, without manipulating or controlling the variables. Study social

phenomena in their natural environment. The researcher does not

manipulate variables because this causes a loss of the natural environment

in which it manifests itself". (p.88)

In summary, field investigation allows establish the direct experience

with the reality of phenomenon and allows manipulate the independent

variable to determine the situation of a particular problem based on

documented reports that were obtained from the interviews, observation

sheet, surveys or test.

TYPE OF CORRELATIONAL INVESTIGATION
This type of investigation aims to determine the degree of relationship

between two or more variables. They are characterized because the

variables are first measured and then, through statistical techniques, the

correlation is estimated. According to Hernández (2003) said that "it is a

study that tries to evaluate the relationship between two or more concepts,

categories and variables and Correlational quantitative studies measure the

degree of relationship between the two or more variables "(p. 58). It means
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that allegedly related measure each variable, and then also analyze the

correlation.

TYPE OF PROPOSITIVE INVESTIGATION
This investigation is propositive because it tries to propose solutions to

a given situation. Because of this it involves exploring, explaining and

proposing alternatives for change, but without executing the proposal, that

is to say category includes feasible projects and research that lead to

designing or creating something innovative.

POPULATION AND SAMPLE
A population is a set of finite or infinite persons or objects with common

characteristics. In addition, the sample is a significant representation of a

population that studies the characteristics of a population much smaller than

the general population.

Figure 1: Population and Sample
Elaborated by: Gabb Badillo (2014). Metodology

POPULATION
For this investigation project, it has been established as the population

the students, teachers and managers of the “Monseñor Leónidas Proaño”

Public High School, located in Isla Trinitaria Mz. ñ neighborhood from the

city of Guayaquil, where the required information has been extracted.

According to Barrera (2008) stated that “the population is defined as a

set of beings that possess the characteristic or event to be studied and that

fall within the criteria of inclusion" (p.141)
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The population of this investigation is determined by 1 Director, 1 Sub-

director, 1 Secretary, 1 English Teacher and 47 students of Eighth Grade

Room “A”, totaling 51 people, detailed in the following table:

Table 1: Population

No. POPULATION QUANTITY
1 DIRECTOR 1
2 SUB-DIRECTOR 1
3 SECRETARY 1
4 ENGLISH TEACHER 1
5 STUDENTS 47

TOTAL 51

SOURCE: “Monseñor Leónidas Proaño” Public High School
ELABORATED BY: Lucrecia Haydeé Jijón García and Teresita de Jesús Quiroz Quijije

SAMPLE
The sample of this investigation was determined by the 47 students of

Grade Room “A” and the English teacher. According to Sampieri (2006)

claimed that:

The sample is defined as the group of people, events, events,

communities, on which the data must be collected, without

necessarily being representative of the population. In addition, the

type of sample that this investigation possesses is non-probabilistic,

since it consisted in surveying the students to a certain number in a

casual way. (p. 562)

It has been considered to this type of investigation that is not

probabilistic, because it was considered to survey the students up to a

certain number of possibilities:

Table 2: Sample

No. POPULATION QUANTITY

1 ENGLISH TEACHER 1
2 STUDENTS 47

TOTAL 48
SOURCE: “Monseñor Leónidas Proaño” Public High School
ELABORATED BY: Lucrecia Haydeé Jijón García and Teresita de Jesús Quiroz Quijije
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MATRIX: OPERATIONALIZATION OF VARIABLES
Influence of the extensive reading in the development of reading
skills in English.

VARIABLES DIMENSIONS INDICATORS

V.I. EXTENSIVE
READING

Extensive reading, on

the other hand, can

be defined as reading

a large quantity of

text, where reading

confidence and

reading fluency are

prioritized. Although

this twin

categorization of

reading into two

basic types can be

found in many

teacher resource

books for the

teaching of English

as a foreign

language.

Grellet (1981)

1. The Role of
Extensive Reading in
Language Learning

 Comprehensible input
 General language

competence
 Exposure to the

language
 Knowledge of

vocabulary
 Improvement in

writing
 Motivate learners to

read
 Consolidate

previously learned
language

 Build confidence with
extended texts

 Encourage the
exploitation of textual
redundancy

 Facilitate the
development of
prediction skills
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2. Characteristics of
Extensive Reading

 Students read as
much as possible.

 A variety of materials
on a range of topics is
available.

 Students select what
they want to read.

 The purposes of
reading are usually
related to pleasure,
information and
general
understanding.

 Reading is its own
reward.

 Reading materials are
well within the
linguistic competence
of the students in
terms of vocabulary
and grammar.

 Reading is individual
and silent.

 Reading speed is
usually faster than
slower.

 Teachers orient
students to the goals
of the program.

 The teacher is a role
model of a reader for
the students.

3. Types of Extensive
Reading programs

 A complement to an
intensive reading
program

 An extra-curricular
activity where
students read out of
class

 The main focus of a
reading course
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VARIABLES DIMENSIONS INDICATORS

V.D. READING
SKILLS

Ability “to the domain

of activity, necessary

for conscious

regulation of the

activity, Knowledge

and habits, “this

means that it is

considered shaft

ability to perform an

activity involving the

domain of cognitive

forms, practices and

value.

Petrovsky, A.
(1982, p 188)

1. Importance of
reading skills

 Power observation

skills

 Support the

development and

improvement of

language

 Developing the trial

capacity

2. Level of reading
skills

 Creator level

 Critical level

 Appreciative level

 Inferential level

3. Processing in
reading

 Bottom up

 Top down

4. Strategies in
reading skills

 Purposeful reading

 Scanning

 Skimming

 Information words

 Phrase reading

 Analytical reading

 Marking the text

 Note-taking

 Managing vocabulary

 Reading with others

5. Procedures in
teaching reading

 Before reading

 While reading

 After reading

SOURCE: “Monseñor Leónidas Proaño” Public High School

ELABORATED BY: Lucrecia Haydeé Jijón García and Teresita de Jesús Quiroz Quijije
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METHODS OF INVESTIGATION
The investigation methods are those that make it possible to reveal the

essential relationships and the fundamental characteristics of the study, and

the researcher analyzes the information and with this the theoretical

concepts are verified. For the accomplishment of this investigative work has

been used empirical, theoretical and statistical methods.

As a result, empirical investigation methods have practical procedures

to determine the fundamental characteristics and essential relationships of

the object to be investigated. In addition, empirical methods also establish

the levels in the research process, whose contribution allows the

investigator to make a series of results on the problems that lead to the

analysis that allow validating the theoretical concepts through the

observation sheet, survey and diagnostic test.

Also, the theoretical methods have been applied such as: leveling of

theoretical, scientific, inductive-deductive, analytical, empirical level and

statistical.

LEVELING OF THEORETICAL METHODS are those that allow a clear

basis through a referential analysis of the arguments of the authors and the

bibliographic theory, since the collection of information required was

possible to answer the questions raised in the investigation. Evidently, the

theoretical methods of leveling allowed to go beyond the obvious

characteristics of the real facts, allowing to explain in a more profound way

the fundamental relations and qualities of the processes and phenomena

that conform to as the investigation will develop.

SCIENTIFIC METHOD is a process that explains the phenomena and

allows to establish relations between the facts obtaining the useful

applications to the man. According to Gortari (1980) stated that: "The

scientific method is an abstraction of the activities that the researchers carry

out, concentrating their attention on the process of acquiring knowledge"

(p.17-29)
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INDUCTIVE-DEDUCTIVE METHOD is the scheme that begins with

individual observations, whose content demonstrate the facts initially

observed, with this is possible to make predictions of confirmation or failure

of the investigation. In addition, it is a method that admits the existence of

an external reality that the capacity of man to perceive through its senses

and understand it through his intelligence. This means that the investigator

does it with schemes logically diagrammed in a mental way based on the

theoretical knowledge.

Regarding, through the use of this method, students were observed

directly to arrive at a general conclusion of the diagnosis of learning

difficulties, through which the different theories dealing with the learning

problems of reading skills in this investigation.

ANALYTICAL METHOD is that which consists in dismembering a whole, in

order to observe the causes, effects and nature in which the elements are

decomposed. However, the observation and examination of a given fact is

not given without knowing the nature and purpose of the study phenomenon

in order to understand its essence, that is to say, it allows to know more

about the theme, allowing to explain it, to make analogies, even to

understand its behavior to develop new theories.

For this project, these methods were applied through quantitative and

qualitative research sources to investigate, find and understand the state of

the problem and determine a possible solution.

Finally, these methods are relevant because the investigation has a

systematic, objective and feasible characteristic, thus obtaining the valid

knowledge that allows the verification of the instruments used reliably.

EMPIRICAL LEVEL METHOD: It was considered appropriate to use the

empirical level method, since this investigation is based on experience and

direct observation, through practical activities that will be used as analysis

and basis to compare and evaluate the characteristics of the problem

through the practical analysis allowed to determine the most effective and
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successful strategies to be beneficial for the institution under study, and for

students to achieve a greater performance in reading skills as the proposal

will solve the problem presented.

STATISTICAL METHOD consists of a series of procedures for the

management of qualitative and quantitative research data, this means that

it is used to collect the information and proceed to interpret the data

collected from the investigation through the observation sheet, the survey

and the diagnostic test. With the application of these methods applied to

percentage tables with their corresponding graphs, they were very useful

for study because they allow establish a description of the current situation

as well as the levels of acceptance of the proposed changes.

TECHNIQUES AND INSTRUMENTS OF INVESTIGATION

The techniques and instruments are of great importance and great

value in an investigation, because the techniques are the resources or

procedures that allows the researcher to approach the facts supported by

the instruments that allow the collection of information, which is stored in a

registry of observation, recording, etc., so that this information can then be

analyzed and thus determine the causes and effects of the phenomenon,

this means that these elements are indispensable because during the

research process allow to record the observed. According to Rojas (1996)

said that:

When referring to the techniques and instruments to collect

information such as the field, it should be considered that the volume

and type of information - qualitative and quantitative - collected in the

field work must be fully justified by the objectives and hypotheses of

the research, or else there is a risk of collecting data of little or no use

to carry out an adequate analysis of the problem. (p.197)

In summary, investigation techniques and instruments are those that

organize and classify information, as well as providing resources that allow

the collection and storage of information through files, scales,
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questionnaires and inventories with the objective of quantifying, measuring

and correlating with the data Statistics. In this investigation, has been used

for comparison and analysis of what the student responded and what is

really capable of doing, the following techniques and instruments:

1.- Survey

2.- Observation sheet

3.- Diagnostic test

TRIANGULATION OF THE INFORMATION EMPIRICAL
The triangulation of the empirical information is established to the use

of the methods of collection of two or more data that are used to investigate

a particular phenomenon with the objective of finding the solution to the

problem, to make it more relevant the following graph has been elaborated,

the same is observed in the similarities of study and measurement of the

variables with a qualitative as a quantitative approach.

Figure 2: The triangulation of the empirical information
SOURCE: “Monseñor Leónidas Proaño” Public HighSchool

ELABORATED BY: Lucrecia Jijón and Teresita Quiroz

SURVEY
The survey allows exploring subjective issues and at the same time

information is obtained from a large number of people, as well as Grasso

(2006) stated that "the survey is a procedure that allows us to explore issues

DIAGNOSTIC
TEST

OBSERVATION

SHEET

SURVEY

Influence of the
extensive

reading in the
development of
reading skills

in English.
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that make subjectivity and at the same time obtain that information from a

considerable number of people" (p 35); that is to say, through this technique

we will know the opinion of the students on the subject of this investigation.

OBSERVATION SHEET
The observation is when you observe, look carefully, in the sense that

the investigator is experiencing the behavior of something under

manageable conditions on certain principles to carry out the observation.

For Pardinas (2005) observation "is the act of observing, looking carefully,

in the sense of the investigator is the experience" (p.56), that is to say the

process of submitting behaviors of some things can know the reality through

of the direct perception of the students.

DIAGNOSTIC TEST
This technique is a short test with a series of questions addressed to

the problematic under study, with the aim of publicizing difficulties,

establishing and classifying the population that is affected in the study, this

means that this technique constitutes a resource to scientifically evaluate

students by determining the level of knowledge.

ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION OF DATA

Once the data has been collected, results obtained from the survey that

was applied to the English teacher and the students of the Eighth-Grade

Room “A” of “Monseñor Leónidas Proaño” Public High School.

The quantitative statistical analysis includes the information that allows

the understanding of the problem in a graphical way, that is, that the data

are analyzed properly but that will depend on the direct objectives of the

investigation.

According to the analysis to the sectors involved, they reflect real

situations of the problem existing in the “Monseñor Leónidas Proaño” Public

High School, the same ones that affirm that there is lack in the reading skills.
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UNIVERSITY OF GUAYAQUIL
FACULTY OF PHILOSOPHY, LETTERS AND SCIENCES OF

EDUCATION
SCHOOL OF LANGUAGES AND LINGUISTICS

SURVEY
Date:  ….……………..

Objective: To analyze the influence of extensive reading in the development of
reading skills by teachers to give English classes.

Instruction: According to your opinion, answer the following questions by
selecting one of the answer choices raised and placing the corresponding number
in the box.

1. Extensive reading is the easiest and most effective way to improve
reading skills.

(1) Strongly
disagree (2) Disagree

(3) Neither
agree nor
disagree

(4) Agree (5) Strongly
agree

2. The teacher uses the necessary guidelines for the practice of reading
during the class.

(1) Strongly
disagree (2) Disagree

(3) Neither
agree nor
disagree

(4) Agree (5) Strongly
agree

3. The teacher uses different reading activities in classes.

(1) Strongly
disagree (2) Disagree

(3) Neither
agree nor
disagree

(4) Agree (5) Strongly
agree

4. The teacher applies strategies that serve as motivation in teaching
English.

(1) Strongly
disagree (2) Disagree

(3) Neither
agree nor
disagree

(4) Agree (5) Strongly
agree

5. It is necessary to implement new reading strategies to increase
reading skills.

(1) Strongly
disagree (2) Disagree

(3) Neither
agree nor
disagree

(4) Agree (5) Strongly
agree

6. Extensive reading is presented as an alternative to awaken students’
motivation.

(1) Strongly
disagree (2) Disagree

(3) Neither
agree nor
disagree

(4) Agree (5) Strongly
agree
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7. Reading skills is the ability to comprehend, speed and fluency.

(1) Strongly
disagree (2) Disagree

(3) Neither
agree nor
disagree

(4) Agree (5) Strongly
agree

8. Select teaching resources that would grab your attention and interest
to increase reading skills:

Short stories

Videos

Magazines

9. The uses of didactic resources influence the development of reading
skills.

(1) Strongly
disagree (2) Disagree

(3) Neither
agree nor
disagree

(4) Agree (5) Strongly
agree

10. The teacher applies pre-reading activities when starting the reading
class on the subject of the text.

(1) Strongly
disagree (2) Disagree

(3) Neither
agree nor
disagree

(4) Agree (5) Strongly
agree

11. Early reading activities help to understand the topic.

(1) Strongly
disagree (2) Disagree

(3) Neither
agree nor
disagree

(4) Agree (5) Strongly
agree

12. You consider that a more extensive approach is important in
fostering attitudes among students as readers.

(1) Strongly
disagree (2) Disagree

(3) Neither
agree nor
disagree

(4) Agree (5) Strongly
agree
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UNIVERSITY OF GUAYAQUIL
FACULTY OF PHILOSOPHY, LETTERS AND SCIENCES OF EDUCATION

SCHOOL OF LANGUAGES AND LINGUISTICS
DIAGNOSTIC TEST

Date: …..……………..
Objective: To evaluate reading skills in the English language of students of Eighth
Grade Room “A”.
Name: __________________________________________________________

Read the text.

Information Technology

If you want a brief history of information technology, here is one.
Humans were the first "computers". Then machines were invented to
carry out the computational tasks. Now these machines have given way
to new form of information technology. Information has become
accessible from anywhere.

Information technology deals with the acquisition, processing,
storage and dissemination of vocal, pictorial, textual and numerical
information by a microelectronics-based combination of computing and
telecommunications. Thanks to the continuous development of computers, the original
computing systems became minicomputers and later personal computers took the lead.
Nowadays, mobile phones are dethroning the personal computer and computing is
evolving faster to become disembodied more like a cloud, becoming accessible more
easily whenever needed. Information technology in this sense has transformed people and
companies and has allowed digital technology to influence society and economy alike.

After Reading:

1.- Choose the correct option according the text.
1. Information technology is changing principally because of:

a. the changing needs

b. new technological advances
2. According to the author the first computers were:

a. calculators

b. humans
3. Development of information technology is the result of:

a. advances in computing systems

b. development of machinery in general
4. Computing systems are taking the form of clouds means:

a. computers have become smaller

b. computing power will be disembodied.
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ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION OF THE SURVEY APPLIED TO
STUDENTS OF “MONSEÑOR LEÓNIDAS PROAÑO” PUBLIC HIGH
SCHOOL

Regarding the survey as a technique for collecting information, results

are obtained to tabulate the answers using statistical tables with the

following alternatives: Strongly disagree, Disagree, Neither disagree nor

agree, Agreement, Strongly agree; the statistical tables that reflect their

percentages of the answers obtained.

1. - Extensive reading is the easiest and most effective way to improve
reading skills.

Table 3

Discussion of sur vey results
ANALYSIS: Of the total of those surveyed 6% said Neither agree nor

disagree that extensive reading is the easiest and most effective, while 36%

said they agreed and 57% said they strongly agree that extensive reading

is the easiest and most effective way to improve reading skills.

COMMENT: From the answers obtained a high percentage said that

extensive reading as a teaching method will improve the development of

reading skills.

ALTERNATIVE FREQUENCY PERCENTAGE
1.Strongly disagree 0 0%
2.Disagree 0 0%
3.Neither agree nor disagree 3 6%
4.Agree 17 36%
5.Strongly agree 27 57%

Total 47 100%
Source: “Monseñor Leónidas Proaño” Public High School
Elaborated by: Lucrecia Haydeé Jijón García and Teresita de Jesús Quiroz Quijije

0 0 3 17 27
47

0% 0% 6% 36% 57% 100%

FREQUENCY

Graphic 1
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2. - The teacher uses the necessary guidelines for the practice of
reading during the class.

Table 4

ALTERNATIVE FREQUENCY PERCENTAGE
1.Strongly disagree 30 64%
2.Disagree 10 21%
3.Neither agree nor disagree 7 15%
4.Agree 0 0%
5.Strongly agree 0 0%

Total 47 100%
Source: “Monseñor Leónidas Proaño” Public High School
Elaborated by: Lucrecia Haydeé Jijón García and Teresita de Jesús Quiroz Quijije

Discussion of survey results

ANALYSIS: Of the total of those surveyed 64% said Strongly disagree that

the teacher uses the necessary guidelines in English class, while 21% said

they Disagree, and 15% said they Neither agree nor disagree that the

teacher uses the necessary guidelines for the practice of reading during the

class.

COMMENT: From the answers obtained a high percentage they say that

the technique of extensive reading as a teaching method is not applied in

English class.

1.Strongly
disagree

2.Disagree 3.Neither
agree nor
disagree

4.Agree 5.Strongly
agree

Total

30

10 7
0 0

47

64% 21% 15% 0% 0% 100%

Graphic 2
FREQUENCY PERCENTAGE
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3. - The teacher uses different reading activities in classes.

Table 5

ALTERNATIVE FREQUENCY PERCENTAGE
1.Strongly disagree 25 53%

2.Disagree 12 26%

3.Neither agree nor disagree 10 21%

4.Agree 0 0%

5.Strongly agree 0 0%

Total 47 100%
Source: “Monseñor Leónidas Proaño” Public High School

Elaborated by: Lucrecia Haydeé Jijón García and Teresita de Jesús Quiroz Quijije

Discussion of survey results

ANALYSIS: Of the total of those surveyed 53% said Strongly disagree that

the teacher uses different reading activities in classes, while 26% said they

Disagree, and 21% said they Neither agree nor disagree that the teacher

uses others reading activities in English classes.

COMMENT: From the answers obtained a high percentage they say that it

is necessary to use different activities in English classes to avoid boredom

and to arouse students' interest in reading.

1.Strongly
disagree

2.Disagree 3.Neither
agree nor
disagree

4.Agree 5.Strongly
agree

25

12 10

0 053% 26% 21% 0% 0%

GRAPHIC 3
FREQUENCY PERCENTAGE
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4.- The teacher applies strategies that serve as motivation in teaching
English.

Table 6

ALTERNATIVE FREQUENCY PERCENTAGE
1.Strongly disagree 0 0%
2.Disagree 0 0%
3.Neither agree nor disagree 6 13%
4.Agree 14 30%
5.Strongly agree 27 57%

Total 47 100%
Source: “Monseñor Leónidas Proaño” Public High School
Elaborated by: Lucrecia Haydeé Jijón García and Teresita de Jesús Quiroz Quijije

Discussion of survey results

ANALYSIS: Of the total of those surveyed 57% said Strongly agree that the

teacher applies strategies, while 30% said they Agree, and 13% said they

Neither agree nor disagree that the teacher applies strategies that serve as

motivation in teaching English.

COMMENT: From the answers obtained a high percentage they say the

teacher does not encourage to students to help improve the development

of reading skills.

1.Strongly
disagree

2.Disagree 3.Neither
agree nor
disagree

4.Agree 5.Strongly
agree

Total

0 0
6

14
27

47

0% 0% 13% 30% 57% 100%

GRAPHIC 4
FREQUENCY PERCENTAGE
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5.- It is necessary to implement new reading strategies to increase
reading skills.

Table 7

ALTERNATIVE FREQUENCY PERCENTAGE
1.Strongly disagree 0 0%
2.Disagree 0 0%
3.Neither agree nor disagree 4 9%
4.Agree 13 28%
5.Strongly agree 30 64%

Total 47 100%
Source: “Monseñor Leónidas Proaño” Public High School
Elaborated by: Lucrecia Haydeé Jijón García and Teresita de Jesús Quiroz Quijije

Discussion of survey results

ANALYSIS: Of the total of those surveyed 64% said Strongly agree that it

is necessary to implement new reading strategies, while 23% said they

Agree, and 9% said they Neither agree nor disagree that it is necessary to

implement new reading strategies to increase reading skills.

COMMENT: From the answers obtained a high percentage they say that

the teacher must implement new strategies of motivation that will improve

the development of reading skills.

1.Strongly
disagree

2.Disagree 3.Neither
agree nor
disagree

4.Agree 5.Strongly
agree

Total

0 0 4
13

30

47

0% 0% 9% 28% 64% 100%

GRAPHIC  5
FREQUENCY PERCENTAGE
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6.- Extensive reading is presented as an alternative to awaken
students’ motivation.

Table 8

ALTERNATIVE FREQUENCY PERCENTAGE
1.Strongly disagree 0 0%
2.Disagree 0 0%
3.Neither agree nor disagree 2 4%
4.Agree 8 17%
5.Strongly agree 37 79%

Total 47 100%
Source: “Monseñor Leónidas Proaño” Public High School
Elaborated by: Lucrecia Haydeé Jijón García and Teresita de Jesús Quiroz Quijije

Discussion of survey results

ANALYSIS: Of the total of those surveyed 79% said Strongly agree that

extensive reading is presented as an alternative, while 17% said they Agree,

and 4% said they Neither agree nor disagree that extensive reading is

presented as an alternative to awaken students’ motivation.

COMMENT: From the answers obtained a high percentage they say that

extensive reading must implement as a new strategy to awaken students’

motivation that will improve the development of reading skills.

1.Strongly
disagree

2.Disagree 3.Neither
agree nor
disagree

4.Agree 5.Strongly
agree

Total

0 0 2
8

37
47

0% 0% 4% 17% 79% 100%

GRAPHIC  6
FREQUENCY PERCENTAGE
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7.- Reading skills is the ability to comprehend, speed and fluency.

Table 9

ALTERNATIVE FREQUENCY PERCENTAGE
1.Strongly disagree 0 0%
2.Disagree 0 0%
3.Neither agree nor disagree 0 0%
4.Agree 0 0%
5.Strongly agree 47 100%

Total 47 100%
Source: “Monseñor Leónidas Proaño” Public High School
Elaborated by: Lucrecia Haydeé Jijón García and Teresita de Jesús Quiroz Quijije

Discussion of survey results

ANALYSIS: Of the total of those surveyed 100% said Strongly agree that

reading skills is the ability to comprehend, speed and fluency.

COMMENT: From the answers obtained a high percentage they say that

reading skills is the first ability that students learn as a means of

communication through which the information they need from books,

newspapers and magazines; further reading provides students with

intelligence, helps to develop memory and imagination.

1.Strongly
disagree

2.Disagree 3.Neither
agree nor
disagree

4.Agree 5.Strongly
agree

Total

0 0 0 0

47 47

0% 0% 0% 0% 100% 100%

GRAPHIC  7
FREQUENCY PERCENTAGE
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8.- Select teaching resources that would grab your attention and
interest to increase reading skills:

Table 10

ALTERNATIVE FREQUENCY PERCENTAGE
Short Stories 38 81%
Videos 7 15%
Magazines 2 4%

Total 47 100%
Source: “Monseñor Leónidas Proaño” Public High School
Elaborated by: Lucrecia Haydeé Jijón García and Teresita de Jesús Quiroz Quijije

Discussion of survey results

ANALYSIS: Of the total of those surveyed 4% of respondents said they

prefer magazines as a teaching resource, 15% said the poster and 81%

said that the short stories would attract their attention to increase their

reading skills.

COMMENT: From the answers obtained a high percentage prefers the short

stories as a teaching resource that will increase them reading skills.

Short Stories Videos Magazines Total

38

7
2

47

81% 15% 4% 100%

GRAPHIC  8
FREQUENCY PERCENTAGE
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9.- The uses of didactic resources influence the development of
reading skills.

Table 11

ALTERNATIVE FREQUENCY PERCENTAGE
1.Strongly disagree 0 0%
2.Disagree 0 0%
3.Neither agree nor disagree 2 4%
4.Agree 8 17%
5.Strongly agree 37 79%

Total 47 100%
Source: “Monseñor Leónidas Proaño” Public High School
Elaborated by: Lucrecia Haydeé Jijón García and Teresita de Jesús Quiroz Quijije

Discussion of survey results

ANALYSIS: Of the total of those surveyed 79% said Strongly agree that the

uses of didactic resources influence the development of reading skills, while

17% said they Agree, and 4% said they Neither agree nor disagree.

COMMENT: From the answers obtained a high percentage say the teacher

should improve the shortcomings of misuse of teaching resources to

enhance the development of reading skills.

1.Strongly
disagree

2.Disagree 3.Neither
agree nor
disagree

4.Agree 5.Strongly
agree

0 0 2
8

37

0% 0% 4% 16% 79%

GRAPHIC . 9
FREQUENCY PERCENTAGE
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10.- The teacher applies pre-reading activities when starting the
reading class on the subject of the text.

Table 12

ALTERNATIVE FREQUENCY PERCENTAGE
1.Strongly disagree 31 66%
2.Disagree 16 34%
3.Neither agree nor disagree 0 0%
4.Agree 0 0%
5.Strongly agree 0 0%

Total 47 100%
Source: “Monseñor Leónidas Proaño” Public High School
Elaborated by: Lucrecia Haydeé Jijón García and Teresita de Jesús Quiroz Quijije

Discussion of survey results

ANALYSIS: Of the total of those surveyed 66% said Strongly disagree that

the teacher applies pre-reading activities, and 34% said they Disagree the

teacher applies pre-reading activities when starting the reading class on the

subject of the text.

COMMENT: From the answers obtained a high percentage they say that

the teacher must apply before reading activities to improve the development

of reading skills.

1.Strongly
disagree

2.Disagree 3.Neither
agree nor
disagree

4.Agree 5.Strongly
agree

Total

31

16

0 0 0

47

66% 34% 0% 0% 0% 100%

GRAPHIC  10
FREQUENCY PERCENTAGE
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11.- Early reading activities help to understand the topic.

Table 13

ALTERNATIVE FREQUENCY PERCENTAGE
1.Strongly disagree 0 0%
2.Disagree 0 0%
3.Neither agree nor disagree 4 9%
4.Agree 7 15%
5.Strongly agree 36 77%

Total 47 100%
Source: “Monseñor Leónidas Proaño” Public High School
Elaborated by: Lucrecia Haydeé Jijón García and Teresita de Jesús Quiroz Quijije

Discussion of survey results

ANALYSIS: Of the total of those surveyed 77% said Strongly agree that

early reading activities help to understand the topic, 15% said Strongly

agree that these activities if they will help them.

COMMENT: From the answers obtained a high percentage said that the

early reading activities can improve the development of reading skills.

1.Strongly
disagree

2.Disagree 3.Neither
agree nor
disagree

4.Agree 5.Strongly
agree

Total

0 0 4 7

36
47

0% 0% 9% 15% 77% 100%

GRAPHIC  11
FREQUENCY PERCENTAGE
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12.- You consider that a more extensive approach is important in
fostering attitudes among students as readers.

Table 14

ALTERNATIVE FREQUENCY PERCENTAGE
1.Strongly disagree 47 100%
2.Disagree 0 0%
3.Neither agree nor disagree 0 0%
4.Agree 0 0%
5.Strongly agree 0 0%

Total 47 100%
Source: “Monseñor Leónidas Proaño” Public High School
Elaborated by: Lucrecia Haydeé Jijón García and Teresita de Jesús Quiroz Quijije

Discussion of survey results

ANALYSIS: Of the total of those surveyed 100% said Strongly agree that a

more extensive approach is important in fostering attitudes among students

as readers.

COMMENT: From the answers obtained a high percentage they say that

the purpose of extensive reading approach is to foster positive attitudes in

students as readers, to follow them to be they who choose their own

material, in which the teacher must make available various texts of topics

varied thus be strengthened the habit of reading.

1.Strongly
disagree

2.Disagree 3.Neither
agree nor
disagree

4.Agree 5.Strongly
agree

Total

47

0 0 0 0

47

100% 0% 0% 0% 0% 100%

GRAPHIC   12
FREQUENCY PERCENTAGE
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INTERPRETATION OF SURVEY RESULTS
After analyzing the data of the survey applied to students of the Eighth-

Grade Room “A” of “Monseñor Leonidas Proaño” Public High School,

statistical tables were made with their respective graphs that allow to clearly

determine the interpretation of the results; whose results of the analysis are

linked to investigation theories and existing knowledge that indicates the

difficulty in the teaching-learning process in reading skills.

DIAGNOSTIC TEST
For the present study, this test was applied to determinate the degree

of difficulty for students to carry on comprehension in reading skills. That is

why it was decided to do a diagnostic test which showed the lowest

averages; the results oscillating between 7 and 1.5, this means that 46% of

students scored between 5 and 1.5, 40% obtained between 6.5 and 6

points; and 14% scored between 7.5 and 6.5 points. These results indicate

that the highest percentage was 5 to 1.5 and 6.5 to 6 points qualifying to be

considered acceptable but not achieving satisfactory standard. (See Annex)

Table 15

Equivalent Grade Percentage
Excellent 0 0%
Very good 0 0%
Good 7 15%
Fair 20 42%
Failing 20 43%

TOTAL 47 100%
Source: “Monseñor Leónidas Proaño” Public
High School
Elaborated by: Lucrecia Jijón and Teresita
Quiroz

Excellent
0%

Very good
0%

Good
15%

Fair
42%

Failing
43%

Graphic 13

Excellent Very good Good Fair Failing
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ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION OF THE OBSERVATION SHEET
For this investigation, it was necessary to use an observation sheet in

which the teacher’s performance was observed during the reading class,

that is to say that all the senses were used to capture reality. (See Annex).

For that reason, it has been considered to proceed to tabulate the answers

using statistical tables containing the following alternatives:

Table 16

BEFORE THE CLASS

References Item 1 Item 2 Item 3 Item 4 Item 5
1. Excellent 0 0 0 0 0
2. Suitable 0 0 0 0 0
3.Moderately
suitable 4 0 0 0 3

4. Suitable little 0 0 0 0 4
5. Not possible
to observe 0 5 4 4 0

Total 4 5 4 4 7
Source: “Monseñor Leónidas Proaño” Public High School
Elaborated by: Lucrecia Haydeé Jijón García and Teresita de Jesús Quiroz Quijije

Discussion of observation sheet results

In regard, it has been observed Moderately suitable that the class began

with an exploration of previous knowledge of the topic. In addition, it was

not possible to observe that teacher shows the creativity in the creation of

the initial class, she does not transmit enthusiasm and interest and she does

not show concrete support of material for the reading class.

0% 0%

50%

0%0%

50%

GRAPHIC  14
1. Excellent 2. Suitable 3.Moderately suitable

4. Suitable little 5. Not possible to observe Total
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Table 17

DURING THE CLASS

References Item 6 Item 7 Item 8 Item 9 Item 10
1. Excellent 0 0 0 0 0
2. Suitable 0 0 0 0 0
3.
Moderately
suitable

0 0 0 0 0

4. Suitable
little

0 4 0 0 4

5. Not
possible to
observe

5 0 5 5 0

Total 5 4 5 5 4
Source: “Monseñor Leónidas Proaño” Public High School
Elaborated by: Lucrecia Haydeé Jijón García and Teresita de Jesús Quiroz Quijije

Discussion of observation sheet results

In regard to during the class it has been observed that it was not possible

to observe that themes are not explained clearly, teacher does not

synthesize and emphasize when necessary and she does not remote the

student participation, and verifies their comprehension after of reading

exercises. In addition, it has been observed Suitable little that teacher

follows a logical and coordinated sequence and attends the students with

learning problems.

0% 0% 0% 0% 0%

50%50%

GRAPHIC  15
1. Excellent 2. Suitable 3.Moderately suitable

4. Suitable little 5. Not possible to observe Total
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Table 18

ABOUT THE STUDENTS

References Item 11 Item 12
1. Excellent 0 0
2. Suitable 0 0
3. Moderately suitable 0 0
4. Suitable little 4 0
5. Not possible to observe 0 5

Total 4 5
Source: “Monseñor Leónidas Proaño” Public High School
Elaborated by: Lucrecia Haydeé Jijón García and Teresita de Jesús Quiroz Quijije

Discussion of observation sheet results

In regard to about the students it has been observed suitable little that

students are not organized and they do not a productive work. And it was

not possible observe that students do not have responsibility in fulfilling

activities.

0%0%0%

50%

0%

50%50%

GRAPHIC 16
1. Excellent 2. Suitable 3. Moderately suitable

4. Suitable little 5. Not possible to observe Total
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Table 19

ABOUT THE PEDAGOGICAL SKILLS OF TEACHERS

References Item 13 Item 14 Item 15 Item 16
1. Excellent 0 0 0 0
2. Suitable 0 0 0 0

3. Moderately
suitable 0 0 0 0

4. Suitable little 0 0 4 4

5. Not possible to
observe 5 5 0 0

Total 5 5 4 4
Source: “Monseñor Leónidas Proaño” Public High School
Elaborated by: Lucrecia Haydeé Jijón García and Teresita de Jesús Quiroz Quijije

Discussion of observation sheet results

In regard to reading skills it has been observed which it was not possible

that it is not promoted the utilization of study skills and it does not perform

the presentation of content and Guideline objectives to achieve during class.

In addition, suitable Little it does not evidence a dominion of content and it

does not show an attitude of openness to the comments and question of the

student.

0%

0%

0%

50%

50%

100%

GRAPHIC 17
1. Excellent 2. Suitable 3. Moderately suitable

4. Suitable little 5. Not possible to observe Total
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CORRELATION BETWEEN VARIABLES
With respect to the use of Chi Square it is demonstrated the correlation

of variables, therefore, it remains to proven that there is lack in teaching of

reading skills.

CROSSTABS
/TABLES=Extensive reading BY Reading skills
/FORMAT=AVALUE TABLES
/STATISTICS=CHISQ CC CORR
/CELLS=COUNT EXPECTED
/COUNT ROUND CELL
/BARCHART.

Tablas cruzadas

Resumen de procesamiento de casos

Casos

Válido Perdidos Total

N
Porcent

aje N
Porcent

aje N
Porcent

aje
Extensive reading
is the easiest and
most effective way
to improve
reading skills * It is
necessary to
implement new
reading strategies
to increase
reading ability.

45 100,0% 0 0,0% 45 100,0%
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Extensive reading is the easiest and most effective way to improve reading skills * It is
necessary to implement new reading strategies to increase reading ability.

It is necessary to

implement new reading

strategies to increase

reading ability.

Total

De

acuerdo

Totalmente

de acuerdo

Extensive reading is

the easiest and

most effective way

to improve reading

skills

Indiferente Recuento 5 2 7

Recuento

esperado
1,4 5,6 7,0

De acuerdo Recuento 4 4 8

Recuento

esperado
1,6 6,4 8,0

Totalmente de

acuerdo

Recuento 0 30 30

Recuento

esperado
6,0 24,0 30,0

Total Recuento 9 36 45

Recuento

esperado
9,0 36,0 45,0

Pruebas de chi-cuadrado

Valor gl

Sig. asintótica

(2 caras)

Chi-cuadrado de

Pearson
23, 571a 2 ,000

Razón de verosimilitud 25,570 2 ,000

Asociación lineal por

lineal
22,310 1 ,000

N de casos válidos 45
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a. 2 casillas (33,3%) han esperado un recuento menor que 5.

El recuento mínimo esperado es 1,40.

Medidas simétricas

Valor

Error

estándar

asintóticoa Aprox. Sb

Aprox.

Sig.

Nominal por

Nominal

Coeficiente de

contingencia
,586 ,000

Intervalo por

intervalo

R de persona
,712 ,103 6,650 ,000c

Ordinal por ordinal Correlación de

Spearman
,724 ,094 6,876 ,000c

N de casos válidos
45

a. No se supone la hipótesis nula.

b. Utilización del error estándar asintótico que asume la hipótesis nula.

c. Se basa en aproximación normal.

By using the Chi square, it has shown that there is a correlation of

the variables of the investigation, it shows that there is a relationship

between them.
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

With the completion of the analysis and interpretation of each question

applied to students of Eighth Grade, conclusions and recommendations

were made:

CONCLUSIONS

 It is evident that the students of Eighth Grade Room “A” of “Monseñor

Leónidas Proaño” Public High School are having serious difficulties

in reading skills, so it is necessary to strengthen reading strategies

that these are not applied.

 It was proved that extensive reading is not being enough used in the

reading classes, so reading skills is affected.

 The organization’s approach to the problem allowed to determine on

the dimension of investigation in order to define the activities and

understand the status of scientific theories about the methodologies.

 Definitions and fundamentals of the authors of strategies and

techniques to strengthen reading, with the application of the

appropriate technique for students to improve.

 If properly applied strategies and techniques allow students to

improve their skills through activities where teachers will strengthen

reading.

 There are not enough didactic resources for teaching the reading in

the Eighth Grade of “Monseñor Leónidas Proaño” Public High

School.

 A proposal must be developed in order to use extensive reading skills

in favor of developing reading comprehension.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

 It is necessary to implement reading strategies and techniques to

evaluate students during the teaching-learning process.

 Extensive reading activities should be implemented to meet the

needs of students to improve their English proficiency.

 The theoretical works should be considered to contribute to the

improvement of the reading skills, taking into account the extensive

reading bases.

 It is necessary to develop sufficient didactic resources to meet the

needs of teachers when planning and implementing reading activities

as a complement in the educational curriculum.

 The proposal of this investigation could be implemented in Eighth

Grade to be model and so to generalize this system of activities to

other institutions with similar reading difficulties.

 The teacher must carry out reading activities at least once a week, in

order to improve the performance of the students.

 As an important factor the teacher should motivate students to

become interested in reading, and thus improve their skills and

understanding.
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CHAPTER IV

PROPOSAL

TITLE
Design of a didactic manual of stories and biographies fostering extensive

reading to improve reading skills.

JUSTIFICATION
The reasons that led to the elaboration of this didactic manual with a

system of activities that emerged from the diagnostics applied. This

proposal can help guide teachers in strategies that could work in the

development of extensive reading and has a relevance that goes beyond

the development of an academic project.

After obtaining the results of the analysis of the surveys, observation

sheet and diagnostic test, it has been determined that the proposal would

help to improve the teaching-learning process as a useful tool for students

of Eighth Grade Room “A” of " Monseñor Leónidas Proaño " Public High

School, where it as detected the low reading performance in the

development of reading skills and its causes were: deficiency in word

visualization, lack of reading ability and lack of resources didactics for the

treatment of extensive reading.

Therefore, this proposal contains a collection of strategies and

exercises for teachers to use as a support tool, as it allows them to apply

knowledge and guide them properly, as well as helping students to improve

reading comprehension with stories and bibliographies fostering extensive

reading, which will benefit students.
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OBJECTIVES OF PROPOSAL

GENERAL OBJECTIVE
To design of a didactic manual with a system of activities based on

extensive reading for the treatment of reading skills.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVE

 Encourage teachers to use reading strategies for a better

development of reading skills.

 Motivate students to take a greater interest in reading

comprehension.

 Identify specific methods or techniques for the development of

reading ability.

THEORETICAL ASPECTS
This proposal is preamble of the learning construction, since it is based

on aspect of skills development through different techniques,

methodologies and strategies that circulate within the educational process,

because with this quality is obtained the learning, inclined towards the

theory of cognitive development and knowledge acquisition, according to

Matesanz (2012) claimed that “reading is an immense source of pleasure

and one of the fundamental keys of learning and school success through of

knowledge acquisition” (p. 2), this means that reading is indispensable in an

intellectual life, since it is the best way to educate the imagination that

through of this proposal students might able to awaken their senses with

stories and bibliographies to show more interest in reading.

Furthermore, it is necessary to mention that reading is the process that

carries out the comprehension of written language, and it is an important

ability in the English language, since through it students can identify words,

acquire new meanings, improve articulation adequate and pronunciation.

Obviously, students can achieve comprehension to be the primary support

of English skills, as well as stories and bibliographies fostering extensive
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reading contribute to the effective performance of students, being able to

achieve their reading in a set time for them to perform the activities, but this

depends basically on the stimulus or approach of imagination that

encourages the spirit of the students.

DIDACTIC FOUNDATION
In addition, this proposal is based from the didactic point of view, since

it is based on the theoretical foundation of variables:  Influence of the

extensive reading in the development of reading skills in English starts from

four objectives for extensive reading, where the students are given freedom

to choose reading materials that interest them an are delegated more

responsibility to find materials appropriate to their level. On this regard Esch

(1988) stated that: "The first objective is the development of appropriate

habits, such as the use of reading strategies. The second objective is the

acquisition of language and its components. The third objective is to acquire

sociocultural content of the target language”. (p.194)

For this reason, to apply the extensive readings, that is to say, to

encourage the students to be involved and to stimulate them to foment the

positive attitudes like readers, being they who choose their own material, in

which the teacher must make available diverse texts of varied subjects, thus

reinforcing the habit of reading, all this will influence the cognitive

development of the students and in turn will increase the vocabulary and

improve their comprehension skills.

Therefore, the design and application of a didactic manual with activities

of stories and biographies that encourages extensive reading will seek for

students to acquire an integrative and instrumental motivation to be better

professional readers, as cited by Barbán, Cabrera and Rosales ( 2013) "The

practice of this type of reading promotes fluency and reduces the fear of

larger texts, increasing active and passive vocabulary, and consolidating

previously learned linguistic structures, one of its benefits translating into

better written skills."
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EPISTEMOLOGICAL FOUNDATION
As for the epistemological foundation, this thesis considers approaches

by Prado (2009), who said that “……constructivism has as so that students

build their own learning; therefore, the teacher in his role as mediator should

support the student……” (p.172), in short, with this foundation acquired

knowledge is obtained, as students succeed in increasing their analytical

and comparative skills. In addition, students are able to be more reflective,

critical, judgmental and able to discuss any topic that through this

investigation gives relevance to constructivism that considers reading as an

interpretive process that builds knowledge.

PHILOSOPHICAL FOUNDATION
Besides, this proposal is based on the philosophical foundation that has

always represented the knowledge that gives the values of cognitive

development and communication. According to Scheler (1948) said: "This

knowledge is made, then, by specific acts and functions they are different

toto coelo perceiving and thinking, and constitute the only access to the

world of values”. (p.107).

In this sense, the results of the investigation whose principal objective

was to identify cognitive processes, construction and dimensions of the

transverse axis values in their pedagogical operationalization, that these

involve promoting experiences related to the social and cultural reality in

which the student effectively identifies with the other and assume roles of

support, cooperation, encouragement, generosity, need to share that

through this foundation benefit the welfare of students assigning

responsibilities and allow decisions that have to do with right and wrong, in

relation to activities, contributing to the development of moral reasoning and

prosocial behavior.

PSYCHOLOGICAL FOUNDATION
It is considered that the psychological foundation evident in this

proposal because emphasizing the scientific facts of this investigation

describing the implications of education and growth of cognitive
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development supported by Vygotsky's thought, “which is the theory that has

most influenced the educational process, stating that the constructivist

approach developed students to increase their cognitive abilities; thus,

being able to solve a problem independently”, evidently Vygotsky's ideals

lead to constructivism because students take responsibility for their own

learning process, build their own knowledge, relate new information to prior

knowledge, and give meaning to the words they receive.

In conclusion, the foundation makes a great contribution to this

proposal, because students will improve their motivation through didactic

manual of stories and biographies that might help them their prior

knowledge to develop reading skills individually in which the teacher will

only be the guide in the teaching-learning process in a coherent manner.

SOCIOLOGICAL FOUNDATION
Furthermore, sociological foundation determines how learning comes

through the social world, that is to say the society plays a fundamental role

in the education of man based on government laws. According to Rocher,

G. (1980) said that "process by which a person learns and internalizes in

the course of his life, the cultural elements of their environment, integrated

into the structure of its personality, influenced by significant experiences of

social actors, and is thus adapted to the social environment within which to

live " (p.133-134).

In conclusion, the sociological foundation gives relevance to this

proposal because as students will be formed through social world within the

teaching-learning process, because society is the main factor in education

based on constitutionals law student to prevail good live.

PEDAGOGICAL FOUNDATION
Regarding the pedagogical foundation has been part of man's

knowledge to gain new knowledge, aimed at obtaining a more evaluative

and cognitive communication to evolve through constructivism knowledge.

In other words, pedagogy sees different techniques, methodologies and
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strategies that influence the educational process, because with this quality

learning is obtained, according to Abbagnano (1998) stated that “Pedagogy

in this origin means the practice or profession of the teacher then came to

mean any theory of education, meaning not just theory or generalized

orderly development of the possibilities of education, but also occasional

reflection or coerce any educational practice”. (p.800).

In conclusion, pedagogy foundation contributes to this proposal

because it holds that educational institutions should promote personal

growth processes student considering the background and the activity to be

resolved, being through reading as key to achieving meaningful learning

and develop mental structures through strategies, techniques and methods

where students build their knowledge through activities that serve to

represent, analyze and solve problems presented in a text reader. Finally, it

is the teacher who must teach attached to the demands of society, that is to

say updating the strategies to be more attractive class and thus generate

more student interest in reading.

FEASIBILITY OF ITS APPLICATION
This proposal is considered feasible, because the researchers had the

opportunity to look at different means to investigate, including books,

internet, also there was assisted by tutors and teacher of educational unit

where surveys.

In concordance with providing resources designs and the proposal has

been considered feasible for its implementation. Because all educational

actors of the didactic manual with system of activities, the same it is

consideration of learners to improve their quality of learning in the English

language, being thus an effective and essential tool to enhance the

development of reading skills, so students can consistently express their

ability in reading.
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FINANCIAL FEASIBILITY
From the financial point of view, this proposal does not have a high cost

and the budget will be covered by the researchers of the investigation.

ITEM QUANTITY COST ($)

Reams of paper 3 10,50
Internet ($16 monthly) 18(months) 288
Copy 800 20
Prints 1000 50
Cellphone recharge 18(months) 50
Ink 4 40
Ringed 3 9
Plastered 2 36
Transportation 18(months) 75

TOTAL $ 578,50

LEGAL FEASIBILITY
This proposal is legally based on what is established in the Organic Law

of Intercultural Education (LOEI) (2012, p.3) provides in Art.2 that “individual

effort and motivation of people for learning, in that way the recognition and

appreciation of teachers, to ensure the respect of their rights and support

their work, as an essential factor of quality of education. It should also be

mentioned, the policies of the National”. In conclusion, with the use of

didactic manual the students will obtain the new knowledge through the

stories and biographies to develop their reading skills.

HUMAN FEASIBILITY
For the development of this investigation, the researchers have counted

with the participation of the human talent of the “Monseñor Leónidas

Proaño” Public High School, that to say, with   the   principal, teachers and

administrative   staff. Moreover, with the permission of the authorities to

work with the Eighth-Grade Room “A”, who have   been   the   main

contributors   to   the development and carrying out of this proposal.
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DESCRIPTION
This proposal is designed to support eighth grade students who will

apply two activities for each part within each semester in accordance with

the teacher's schedules. In addition, it must be included in the

corresponding units according to level 1 of the English book.

However, it is important to know that the direct beneficiaries are the

student of Eighth Grade Room "A”, as they have material support that helps

a lot in classroom reading activities; In addition, the indirect beneficiaries

are the teacher as well, since it will account for the advances that the student

has, the society will benefit because the students will be able to share their

knowledge and apply what they learn with this system of activities.

EXPLANATORY INTRODUCTION

This didactic manual has all the necessary information on how to

develop extensive reading in English classes as: content, objectives,

methodology, evaluation criteria, etc., as well as necessary to successfully

develop the understanding of reading guidelines, same that will help

teachers to guide student studying dynamic way.

To carry out this didactic manual homing plan English national

curriculum guidelines as a foreign language, what is sought is to help

optimize every part of the book containing the readings of Level 1 for

students of Basic Education to improve their reading skills. In addition, this

didactic manual contains several elements designed to support and enrich

the educational strategies that could be implemented every day, therefore

the teacher will use as it sees fit depending on the needs presented their

class group.

The "Be competent for reading," explains briefly the theoretical basis behind

this educational proposal, which has been driven primarily contribute the

new curriculum reform rests; foundations of constructivism, the notions of

competition, among others. The didactic manual is designed to take the

following aspects:
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• The proposed content is to practice weekly readings; the teacher

must organize and adjust the needs and characteristics of the group.

The format is very simple and practical to facilitate planning the work

in class.

• The complete reproduction of readings makes the student can

consist of additional useful features including the all activities and

teaching to guide the work of each reading.

The impact of this proposal will help the entire educational

community, some of the ways in which they will benefit from for this reason

of reading comprehension are the following aspects:

• Students will analyze the context that allows them to extract

the main ideas of the text.

• Students will be able to summarize the essence of the

content.

• Students wi l l be more participatory and active th rough the

influence motivation for increasing students’ interest.

• Teachers wi l l lead, coordinate and facilities the process of

learning to read.

• Teachers will identify approaches to reading.

• Teachers will have the firm purpose to instill in students

the highest level of interest and desire to learn the English

language.

• The educational institution will have a teaching tool that will

help in the learning process so that classes are not

monotonous and boring.
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STRUCTURE OR CONSTITUENTS

TABLE OF CONTENTS
TITLE BEFORE

READING
DURING
READING

AFTER
READING PAGES

Reading 1
PAUL'S CASE

Methodological
strategy:  PRIOR
KNOWLEDGE MAP

 Read the text out
loud to the students
or have the students
read the text
themselves.
 Comprehension
questions.

-Discuss with the
students how
thinking about the
title of the text.
- Encourage
students to imagine
a tales with new
words and role-play
it using these
flashcards.

1

Reading 2
THE PURLOINED
LETTER

Methodological
strategy:  MAKING
PREDICTIONS
CHART

 Read the text out
loud to the students
or have the students
read the text
themselves.

-Have the students
go through their
predictions and
decide if they were
correct or not. 6

Reading 3
RAPPACCINI'S
DAUGHTER

Methodological
strategy: TIMELINE

Comprehension
questions.

-Timeline - Have the
students make
pictures or write
sentences telling of
the events of the
passage in the
boxes.
- Have the students
share their timelines
with the rest of the
class.

11

Reading 4
THE TELL-TALE
HEART

Methodological
strategy:  EVENTS
CHAIN

 Read the text out
loud to the students
or have the students
read the text
themselves.

Organizes the class
to form a round table.

16

Reading 5
THE MAN WITH
TWO SHADOWS

Methodological
strategy:
VOCABULARY
WORDS MAP

Comprehension
questions.

Have students talk
about any unfamiliar
words found in the
text.

21
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CONCLUSIONS

It is undeniable that knowing how to read in the society we live in is an

aspect of great importance, due to this that the need to address this issue

arises, according to the results obtained through the empirical techniques

and in demonstrating the problem in the institution under study is that it has

been determined the development of a short story booklet for development

of the reading skills.

This proposal will help the teachers, it is important to use reading

strategies to ensure that students are able to locate specific information in

the text and make deductions and inferences that allow them a better

understanding of what they read; make sure that is one of the main

objectives; the intention is to make progressively better analysis of the text

is that this requires a sustained work in all The General Education.
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This didactic manual has all the necessary information on how to
develop extensive reading in English classes as: content, objectives,
methodology, evaluation criteria, etc., as well as necessary to
successfully develop the understanding of reading guidelines, same
that will help teachers to guide student studying dynamic way.

To carry out this didactic manual homing plan English national
curriculum guidelines as a foreign language, what is sought is to help
optimize every part of the book containing the readings of Level 1 for
students of Basic Education to improve their reading skills. In
addition, this didactic manual contains several elements designed to
support and enrich the educational strategies that could be
implemented every day, therefore the teacher will use as it sees fit
depending on the needs presented their class group.

The "Be competent for reading," explains briefly the theoretical basis
behind this educational proposal, which has been driven primarily
contribute the new curriculum reform rests; foundations of
constructivism, the notions of competition, among others. The
didactic manual is designed to take the following aspects:

• The proposed content is to practice weekly readings; the teacher
must organize and adjust the needs and characteristics of the group.
The format is very simple and practical to facilitate planning the work
in class.

• The complete reproduction of readings makes the student can
consist of additional useful features including the all activities and
teaching to guide the work of each reading.

PRESENTATION

Being competent for reading
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Introduction

We live in a time when there seems to be total mastery of technology
on the books or the printer paper. However, this domination isn't giving by
complete, which unquestionably must consider the number of annual
publications of books, journals, newspapers, monographs, etc., which
publish in our country and in the world, the reality is that most of the
knowledge acquired by students will occur with the reading and not by
the use of other means, in addition, they aren't exclusionary of the
reading, but complementary to it.

The current study was carried out by reading in a high percentage
showed that reading is often relegated to second place within the
academic formation; it isn't given the importance, for their teaching but
rather is limited to the first years of schooling without any subsequent
continuity.

Indeed, read well, master all the skills required reading is
essential for anyone who is studying or want to study, which requires a
long learning process that normally begins in school, but must be
followed by a practice systematic, great dedication and continuous
training that may never end, because reading is one of the most
complex intellectual behaviors that can reach humans. It is that with
this booklet, students will increase reading skills. Also, this booklet
contains practical exercises to help improve reading skills with
comprehension activities. In other words, the booklet will contain
readings based on current affairs, where students will obtain key words
for comprehension the most important of the reading activities; this will
take that student to increase their mental development.

In general, reading is an important company in which students,
families and teachers must work.  Moreover, the acquisition of reading
fluency allows, through constant practice and feedback, develop the
ability to read a text quickly, accurately and with proper diction, to
improve performance and achieve academic success in school.

For the above said, it is advisable to open a space for exchanging
experiences on the practice of reading at school and at home, to work
on a regular basis (monthly, biweekly or weekly), in which the readings
are committed, the difficulties faced and suggestions, general and
particular about the issues raised in the "to comment reading".

Enjoy of the Reading Book!

The bases of constructivism
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This didactic manual is based on those who believe that with parents of
constructivism, like Jean Piaget (1896-1980) and Lev Vygotsky (1896-1934),
among others, who have established the psychological foundation of
constructivist learning models. According to Piaget's theory it has helped
teachers to understand how the child interprets the world at different ages.
Moreover, Vygotsky's theory have shown the social processes that are
involved in the acquisition of intellectual skills.

Previously it was thought that children were taxable influenced by the
environment, however, Piaget spread his theory of cognitive development that
showed that children interpret the world in a logical manner that follows
predictable patterns of development, the same as having four basic stages as
reflected in the following table:

In conclusion, the child at every stage think of qualitatively form,
meaning that, the child thinks differently than others. According to Piaget said
cognitive development it is not only quantitative but also organizes knowledge
radically.

STAGES OF COGNITIVE DEVELOPMENT

Sensorimotor Stage 0-2 years: The child learns behavior
patterns and permanency goal oriented and object.

Preoperational Stage 2-7 years: The child's thinking is limited by
the rigidity, centralization and self-centeredness, to develop can
use symbols and words to think and solve problems intuitively.

Concrete operations Stage 7-11 years: The child's thinking is
linked to phenomena and objects in the real world; in addition,
the child learns serialization logic operations, classification and
conservation.

Formal Operations Stage 11-15 years: The child learns abstract
systems of thought that allowed to use propositional logic,
scientific reasoning and proportional reasoning.

Current educational paradigm:
constructivism
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Nowadays constructivist influences predominate in education proposed
a set of educational theories. In the 70s, the teaching model has reformed
educational curricula, the same that was based on the studies generated by
the psychogenetic and cognitive constructivism. Since 1990 the influence of
sociocultural constructivism has succeeded in increasing, which has been able
to confirm through various international studies of the foreign language.

According to Coll (1990) "School learning and knowledge construction",
said:

The constructivist conception of school learning places the
constructive mental activity of the student on the basis of
personal development processes that seeks to promote
education. By conducting meaningful learning, students
construct, modify, and coordinates diversified schemes,
thus establishing networks of meaning that enrich their
knowledge of the physical and social world and enhances
their personal growth.

Therefore, Piaget's studies have shown that the construction of
schemes of thought is favored by the natural tendency of the matter to absorb
stimulus of reality and adapt to them with educational assistance that is
intended for a building process which influences students, guiding them in the
direction which states educational intentions and using all available means.

How do you conceive the different actors in the educational paradigm?,
as Piaget described in the following table:

SOCIOCULTURAL CONSTRUCTIVISM

Student: Being social who appropriates or reconstructed cultural
knowledge and participate in practices that allow you to acculturate
and socialize.

Professor: Makes a work of mediation between cultural knowledge
and the processes of appropriation of the student, by adjusting the
teaching aid.

Education: Development of psychological functions and
transmission of cultural knowledge through interaction in the zone of
proximal development.

Learning: It promotes development through internalization and
appropriation of representations and processes, construction work
and joint interaction.

Notion of competition
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In the early twentieth century Saussure transmitted the studies on

language development that gave rise to linguistics as a science, just preceding

the current notion of competition. As a contribution Tere Garduño Rubio, "A

competency-based education", Editions SM, 2008, mentions Noam Chomsky

(1965) who introduced the notion of language proficiency from the recognition

of a speaker-listener into a homogeneous linguistic community as skills and

provision for performance and interpretation, therefore, this opens student

thinking with cognitive activities.

The Ecuadorian Government in an effort to improve the level of English

language learning has been concerned to focus in a significant way

competition to develop the skills, abilities, knowledge, attitudes and values that

qualify a student to work in the various areas which determine their quality of

life, ensuring creativity, flexible thinking and the ability to cope with multiple

challenges in different contexts.

According to the new reform is trying to raise the quality of education for

students who improve their level and have the means to access a better

welfare and thus contribute to national development; to achieve this is based

on plans and education programs that are articulated in the Common

European Framework of proposals relating to the following:

1. The diversity and multiculturalism.

2. Emphasis on skills development and the definition of learning

outcomes.

3. Incorporation of the topics studied in more than one subject.
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More and more requirements to the student needs to form and participate

in society to solve the practical use difficult situations, with the new

curriculum aims to provide an education to develop the skills to live and live

in a society more complex. According to the definitions the Constitution

considered the skills students need to develop:

1. Competences for permanent learning,

2. Competences for management of information,

3. Competences for the handling of situations,

4. Competences for coexistence,

5. Competences for life in society.

 Obtain general and specific information in reading.

 Understanding reading instructions.

 Read every word in reading and instructions thoroughly.

 Linking the meaning, pronunciation and graphic representation of the

words that are related to reading.

 Show open attitudes of comprehension of cultural differences of the

environment.

 Transfer to the knowledge of the foreign language that students have

on the organization of their own ideas about the text read.

Competencies for life

Objectives
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When everybody read together it gives the opportunity to practice

various forms of reading, it will favor a living space that will significantly

strengthen school learning of the students. That is why sharing the reading

with those around us serves several purposes: seek information, to solve

problematic situations, scenarios know and environments that enable them to

analyze, compare and make decisions. The following are some suggestions

that can support the practice reading in class:

1. Determine the day will dedicate to reading.

2. Choose a quiet, pleasant and sufficient lighting in the courtyard of the

school, to exit the routine.

3. In this case, it should make reading following the text with your finger,

so orality will relate to the writing of words, this is to say, it is recognized

that "what is written, you can read".

4. Discuss on the title with the idea of anticipating text content and express

what is known about the theme.

5. Talk about the images so that students can recreate what they are

reading.

6. Ask students to identify and name the characters and places in history.

7. Interrupt the reading and ask what they think will happen next.

8. Encourage children to comment on the story, change some passage, to

promote understanding of the text and encourage their creativity.

9. Alternate site reader, as a reader is done with practice.

10.At the conclusion of the reading, discuss what they read. At this time, it

is advisable to check with students who have omitted words or read

incorrectly.

11.Remember that the teacher is always ready to support students.

As methodology to perform each activity has been divided into: Before reading,

during reading, and after.

METHODOLOGICAL RECOMMENDATIONS
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1. Before reading is directed by Professor before reading with questions

about reading.

2. During the reading is performed during reading.

3. After Reading is performed after the text was read that can be read

aloud by the teacher, individual students or couples.

Then the teacher can select one or two paragraphs to use as guided

practice for the activity. Finally, one or two passages can be collected by the

teacher or students to use independent practice. Once practiced, the activities

can be used as class work or assignments for students to complete on their

own or with the teacher.

The teacher can make transparencies reading sections to help shape

the activities and guide instruction. Transparencies can do to before reading,

during reading, and after reading activities, they can be used as separate

lessons or combined with other activities. Read many texts and enjoy these

great activities!

Enjoy the experience of reading in a pleasant learning environment!
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This method, which is widely used by some teachers, consists of the
following steps:

1. The teacher performs the motivation phase, with great suspense in his

words begins: "" In this text you see ... ... "

2. The teacher works orally previous ideas that students have about some

concepts that appear in the reading: "What happens if ... ...?

3. As from the title of reading the teacher asks to the students to make

predictions about what they will try and pass on it.

4. The teacher will ask silent and read the reading putting the best

emphasis and attitude (learning by models). The teacher will brighten

the vocabulary and expressions of particular difficulty.

5. The teacher will ask the students to proceed to a silent reading the text.

(The teacher can use to make personalized reading with those who

need it).

6. Reading in a loud voice by part of the students that watching fluency

(accuracy, intonation, speed ...). Error correction.

7. Then the teacher will go under "Checks if you understand"

(questionnaire) where students will respond to appropriate questions.

(Teacher will work the Reading comprehension).

A METHOD FOR WORKING IN READING ABILITY
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strategy:
PRIOR
KNOWLEDGE
MAP

Read the text
out loud to the
students or have
the students
read the text
themselves.
Comprehension
questions.

-Discuss with the
students how
thinking about
the title of the
text.
- Encourage
students to
imagine a tales
with new words
and role-play it
using these
flashcards.

1

Reading 2
THE PURLOINED

LETTER

Methodological
strategy:
MAKING
PREDICTIONS
CHART

Read the text
out loud to the
students or have
the students
read the text
themselves.

-Have the
students go
through their
predictions and
decide if they
were correct or
not.

6

Reading 3
RAPPACCINI'S

DAUGHTER

Methodological
strategy:
TIMELINE

Comprehension
questions.

-Timeline - Have
the students
make pictures
or write
sentences
telling of the
events of the

11
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passage in the
boxes.
- Have the
students share
their timelines
with the rest of
the class.

Reading 4
THE TELL-TALE

HEART

Methodological
strategy:
EVENTS
CHAIN

Read the text
out loud to the
students or have
the students
read the text
themselves.

Organizes the
class to form a
round table. 16

Reading 5
THE MAN WITH

TWO SHADOWS

Methodological
strategy:
VOCABULARY
WORDS MAP

Comprehension
questions.

Have students
talk about any
unfamiliar words
found in the text.

21
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1.- Ask the students what they know about the title. You can make a

transparency of the graphic organizer or write on the board what the students

discuss.

2. You can help the discussion by using the following the questions:

 What do you know about the title?

 What do you know that will help you understand the reading?

 What do the picture tell you about the text?

 What does this remind you of?

 What can you tell us about the title?

 Do the words and pictures remind you of something that you know about

the title?

3. Prior Knowledge Map – Hand out the graphic organizer to the students.

Have them fill in the boxes around the circle with information that they know

about the title

4. Tell the students that they will be reading a text. What they know about a

text will help them understand the text and make the text more interesting to

read.

5.- Invite a volunteer to come out to fill in a blank, and continues through

several students participate.

ACTIVITY 1

Before Reading
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PRIOR KNOWLEDGE MAP

_____________

_______

_______

_______

_______
_______

_______

_______

_______
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1. Read the text out loud to the students or have the students read the text
themselves.

You may pair to the students and have them read it out loud to each other.
They are to be thinking about how information they know about the topic of the
text helps them understand the reading.

2. As the text is being read out loud or as the students are reading the text,
they may think of additional information that they know about the reading.

PAUL'S CASE
By Willa Cather

Paul hated school. He did
not do his homework. He did
not like his teachers. Paul's
father did not know what to do
with him. His teachers did not
know either. One afternoon, all
his teachers at Pittsburgh high
school met together with him
to discuss his case. Paul was
late. When he entered the
room his teachers sat waiting
for him.

He was tall for his age
and very thin. His clothes were
too small for him, but they
were clean. He had a bright red
flower in the button hole of his
black jacket. One of the
teachers asked Paul why he
had come to the meeting. Paul
said politely that he wanted to
do better in school. This was a

lie. Paul often lied. His teachers
began to speak. They had
many complaints. One said
Paul talked to the other
students instead of paying
attention to the lessons.
Another said Paul always sat in
class with his hands covering
his eyes. A third teacher said
Paul looked out the window
instead of looking at her. His
teachers attacked him without
mercy.

Paul's eyebrows moved
up and down as his teachers
spoke. His smile never left his
face, but his fingers shook as
he touched the flower on his
coat. At last the meeting was
over. Paul's smile got even
wider. He bowed gracefully and
left the room.

During Reading
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His teachers were angry and
confused. The art teacher
spoke for all of them when he
said there was something
about Paul that he didn't
understand. "I don't think he
really means to be bad," he
said. "There's just something
wrong with that boy." Then
the art teacher remembered
one warm afternoon when Paul
had fallen asleep in his class.
Paul's face was white with thin
blue veins under the skin. The
boy's face looked tired and
lined, like an old man's. His
eyebrows moved up and down,
even in his sleep.

After he left the meeting,
Paul ran down the hill from the
school whistling. He was late
for his job at the concert hall.
Paul was an usher there. He
showed people to their seats.
He carried messages for them.
He brought them their
programs with a polite bow.
Everyone thought he was a
charming boy and the best
usher at the hall.

When Paul reached the
concert hall that evening, he
went immediately to the
dressing room. About six boys
were already there. Paul began
changing his clothes with
excited hands. He loved his
green uniform with the gold
pockets and design.
Paul rushed into the concert
hall as soon as he had changed

clothes. He ran up and down
the hall, helping people. He
became more and more
excited. His face became pink
and his eyes seemed larger and
very bright.

He looked almost
handsome. At last everyone
was seated. The orchestra
began to play and Paul sat
down with a sign of relief.
The music seemed to free
something in Paul's spirit. Then
a woman came out and began
to sing. She had a rich, strong
soprano voice. Paul felt truly
happy for the first time that
day.

At the end of the concert
Paul went back to the dressing
room. After he had changed his
clothes again he went outside
the concert hall. He decided to
wait for the singer to come out.
While he waited, he looked
across the street to the large
hotel called "The
Schenley." All the important
people stayed at The Schenley
when they visited Pittsburgh.
Paul had never been inside it,
but he used to stand near the
hotel's wide glass doors. He
liked to watch the people enter
and leave. He believed if he
could only enter this kind of a
hotel, he would be able to leave
school, his teachers, and his
ordinary, gray life behind
him... forever.
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At last the singer came
out of the concert hall. Paul
followed her as she walked to
the hotel. He was part of a
large crowd of admirers who
had waited to see her. When
they all reached the hotel, she
turned and waved. Then the
doors opened and she
disappeared inside. Paul stared
into the hotel as the doors
slowly closed.

He could feel the warm,
sweet air inside. And for a
moment, he felt part of a
golden world of sparkling lights
and marble floors. He thought
about the mysterious dishes of
food being served in the hotel's
dining room. He thought about
green bottles of wine growing
cold in silver buckets of ice.

He turned away from the
hotel and walked home. He
thought of his room with its
horrible yellow wallpaper, the
old bed with its ugly red cover.
He shook his head.
Soon he was walking down the
street where he lived. All the
houses on Cordelia Street were
exactly alike. Middle class
businessmen had bought them
for their families. All their
children went to school and to
church. They loved arithmetic.
As Paul walked toward his
house he felt as if he were
drowning in ugliness. He
longed for cool colors and soft
lights and fresh flowers. He

didn't want to see his ugly
bedroom or the cold bathroom
with its cracked mirror and
gray floor.

Paul went around to the
back of his father's house. He
found an open window and
climbed into the kitchen. Then
he went downstairs to the
basement. He was afraid of
rats. But he did not want to
face his own bedroom. Paul
couldn't sleep. He sat on the
floor and stared into the
darkness until morning came.
The following Sunday Paul had
to go to church with his family.

Afterwards, everyone
came home and ate a big
dinner. Then all the people who
lived on Cordelia Street came
outside to visit each
other. After supper Paul asked
his father if he could visit a
friend to get some help with his
arithmetic. Paul left the house
with his school books under his
arm. But he didn't go to his
friend's house.

Instead he went to see
Charley Edwards. Charley was
a young actor. Paul liked to
spend as much time as he
could at the theater where
Charley Edwards and his group
acted in their plays.
It was only at the theater and
the concert hall that Paul felt
really alive. The moment he
smelled the air of these places
he felt like a prisoner suddenly
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set free. As soon as he heard
the concert hall orchestra play
he forgot all the ugly,
unpleasant events in his own
life.

Paul had discovered that
any kind of music awakened his
imagination.
Paul didn't want to become a
musician, however. He didn't
want to become an actor,
either. He only wanted to be
near people who were actors
and musicians. He wanted to
see the kind of life these artists
led.

Paul found a schoolroom
even worse after a night at the
theater or the concert hall. He
hated the school's bare floors
and cracked walls. He turned
away from his dull teachers in
their plain clothes. He tried to
show them how little he
thought of them and the
studies they taught.

He would bring
photographs of all the actors he
knew to school. He would tell
the other students that he
spent his evenings with these
people at elegant restaurants.
Then he would announce that
he was going away to Europe
or to California, or to Egypt for
a while. The next day he would
come to school smiling
nervously. His sister was ill, he
would say. But he was still
planning to make his trip next
spring.

Paul's problems at school
became worse. Even after the
meeting with his teachers,
things did not get better. He
told them he had no time to
study grammar and arithmetic.
He told them he had to help the
actors in the theater. They
were old friends of his.

Finally, his teachers went
to Paul's father. He took Paul
out of school and made him get
a job. He told the manager at
the concert hall that Paul could
not work there anymore. His
father warned the doorman at
the theater not to let Paul into
the place. And Charley
Edwards promised Paul's father
not to see Paul again.
All the actors at the theater
laughed when they heard
about the stories Paul had been
telling. The women thought it
was funny that Paul had told
people he took them out to nice
restaurants and sent them
flowers.

They agreed with the
teachers and with his father
that Paul's was a bad case.
Paul was a student with a lot of
problems. He hated school. He
didn't like living with his family
on Cordelia Street in the
industrial city of Pittsburgh.

Paul wanted to be
surrounded by beautiful things.
He loved his part-time job as
an usher at the concert hall. He
helped people find their seats
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before the concert. Then he
could listen to the music and
dream of exciting places.

Paul also spent a lot of
time at the local theater. He
knew many of the actors who
worked there. He used to do
little jobs for them. And they
would let him see plays for
free.
Paul had little time left for his
studies. So he was always in
trouble with his teachers.
Finally, Paul's teachers
complained again to his father.
His father took him out of
school and made him take a job
in a large company. He would
not let Paul go near the concert
hall or the theater.
Paul did not like his job as a
messenger boy. He began to
plan his escape.
A few weeks later, Paul's boss,
Mr. Denny, gave Paul a large
amount of money to take to the
bank. He told Paul to hurry
because it was Friday
afternoon. He said the bank
would close soon and would not
open again until Monday. At
the bank, Paul took the money
out of his pocket. It was five
thousand dollars. Paul put the
money back in his coat pocket.
And he walked out of the bank.

He went to the train
station and bought a one-way
ticket for New York City. That
afternoon Paul left Pittsburgh
forever. The train traveled

slowly through a January
snowstorm.

The slow movement
made Paul fall asleep. The train
whistle blew just as the sun
was coming up. Paul awoke,
feeling dirty and
uncomfortable. He quickly
touched his coat pocket. The
money was still there. It was
not a dream. He really was on
his way to New York City with
five thousand dollars in his
pocket.

Finally, the train pulled
into Central Station. Paul
walked quickly out of the
station and went immediately
to an expensive clothing store
for men.

The salesman was very
polite when he saw Paul's
money. Paul bought two suits,
several white silk shirts, some
silk ties of different colors.
Then he bought a black tuxedo
suit for the theater, a warm
winter coat, a red bathrobe,
and the finest silk
underclothes.

He told the salesman he
wanted to wear one of the new
suits and the coat immediately.
The salesman bowed and
smiled.
Paul then took a taxi to another
shop where he bought several
pairs of leather shoes and
boots. Next, he went to the
famous jewelry store, Tiffany's,
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and bought a tie pin and some
brushes with silver handles.

His last stop was a
luggage store where he had all
his new clothes put into several
expensive suitcases.
It was a little before one o'clock
in the afternoon when Paul
arrived at the Waldorf-Astoria
hotel. The doormen opened the
hotel's glass doors for Paul and
the boy entered. The thick
carpet under his feet had the
colors of a thousand jewels.
The lights sparkled from crystal
chandeliers.
Paul told the hotel clerk he was
from Washington, D.C. He said
his mother and father were
arriving in a few days from
Europe. He explained he was
going to wait for them at the
hotel.

In his dreams Paul had
planned this trip to New York a
hundred times. He knew all
about the Waldorf-Astoria, one
of New York's most expensive
hotel's. As soon as he entered
his rooms, he saw that
everything was perfect--except
for one thing. He rang the bell
and asked for fresh flowers to
be sent quickly to his rooms.

When the flowers came,
Paul put them in water and
then he took a long, hot bath.
He came out the bathroom,
wearing the red silk bathrobe.
Outside his windows, the snow
was falling so fast that he could

not see across the street. But
inside, the air was warm and
sweet. He lay down on the sofa
in his sitting room.

It had all been so very
simple, he thought. When they
had shut him out of the theater
and the concert hall, Paul knew
he had to leave. But he was
surprised that he had not been
afraid to go. He could not
remember a time when he had
not been afraid of something.

Even when he was a little
boy. But now he felt free. He
wasn't afraid anymore. He
watched the snow until he fell
asleep. It was four o'clock in
the afternoon when Paul woke
up. He spent nearly an hour
getting dressed. He looked at
himself often in the mirror. His
dark blue suit fit him so well
that he did not seem too thin.

The white silk shirt and
the blue and lilac tie felt cool
and smooth under his fingers.
He was exactly the kind of boy
he had always wanted to be.
Paul put on his new winter coat
and went downstairs. He got
into a taxi and told the driver to
take him for a ride along Fifth
Avenue. Paul stared at the
expensive stores.
As the taxi stopped for a red-
light Paul noticed a flower
shop. Through the window, he
could see all kinds of flowers.
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Paul thought the violets,
roses, and lilies-of-the valley
looked even more lovely
because they were blooming in
the middle of winter.
Paul began to feel hungry so he
asked the taxi driver to take
him back to the hotel. As he
entered the dining room, the
music of the hotel orchestra
floated up to greet him.

He sat at a table near a
window. The fresh flowers, the
white tablecloth, and the
colored wine glasses pleased
Paul's eyes. The soft music, the
low voices of the people around
him and the soft popping of
champagne corks whispered
into Paul's ears.

This is what everyone
wants, he thought. He could
not believe he had ever lived in
Pittsburgh on Cordelia
Street! That belonged to
another time and place. Paul
lifted the crystal glass of
champagne and drank the cold,
precious, bubbling wine. He
belonged here.
Later that evening, Paul put on
his black tuxedo and went to
the opera. He felt perfectly at
ease. He had only to look at his
tuxedo to know he belonged
with all the other beautiful
people in the opera house. He
didn't talk to anyone. But his
eyes recorded
everything. Paul's golden days
went by without a shadow. He

made each one as perfect as he
could.

On the eighth day after
his arrival in New York, he
found a report in the
newspaper about his crime. It
said that his father had paid the
company the five thousand
dollars that Paul had stolen. It
said Paul had been seen in a
New York hotel. And it said
Paul's father was in New York.

He was looking for Paul
to bring him back to
Pittsburgh. Paul's knees
became weak. He sat down in
a chair and put his head in his
hands. The dream was ended.
He had to go back to Cordelia
Street. Back to the yellow-
papered bedroom, the smell of
cooked cabbage, the daily ride
to work on the crowded street
cars. Paul poured himself a
glass of champagne and drank
it quickly. He poured another
glass and drank that one, too.
Paul had a taxi take him out of
the city and into the country.
The taxi left him near some
railroad tracks. Paul suddenly
remembered all the flowers he
had seen in a shop window his
first night in New York. He
realized that by now every one
of those flowers was dead.
They had had only one splendid
moment to challenge winter.

A train whistle broke into
Paul's thoughts. He watched as
the train grew bigger and
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bigger. As it came closer, Paul's
body shook. His lips wore a
frightened smile. Paul looked
nervously around as if
someone might be watching
him. When the right moment
came, Paul jumped. And as he
jumped, he realized his great
mistake. The blue of the ocean
and the yellow of the desert

flashed through his brain. He
had not seen them yet! There
was so much he had not
seen! Paul felt something hit
his chest. He felt his body fly
through the air fare and fast.
Then everything turned black
and Paul dropped back into the
great design of things.

Retrieved from:  http://www.cuentoseningles.com.ar/shortstories/podcasts/paul.html

Comprehension Questions 1:
1.-What about Paul's appearance sets him apart? What physical
characteristic is he embarrassed about?

2.- What did the drawing teacher remember about Paul that made him feel
that Paul's teachers didn't understand him?
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3.- What effect does the picture gallery at the concert hall have on Paul?

4.- What effect does the symphony have?

5.-How does he feel after the concert, and why does he feel that way?
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6.-Why does Paul's neighborhood repel him?

7.-What part of the Sunday-afternoon stories does Paul enjoy?

8.-How does Paul spend the stolen money?
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1. Discuss with the students how thinking about the title of the text before
reading helped them to understand and enjoy the reading.

2. Have the students share their results with the rest of the class.

3. Form pairs and talk about the activity.

4. Encourage students to write the main ideas of the story with their own

words.

After Reading
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1. Read the title of the reading to the students. Show them any pictures. Do

not show the students the words to the reading.

2. Make a transparency of the “Making Predictions Chart”. Put it on the

overhead and write the name of the text on the chart. Have the students make

predictions about what they think the title will be about. Have them tell why

they think this. Write several of these predictions on the transparency.

3. Have the students work alone or in pairs. Have them write their predictions

about the passage on their “Making Predictions Chart”? Give them piece of

paper for doing the activity.

4. Tell the students that they will be listening to or reading a passage.

5. They may be making changes to their predictions as they read the passage.

6. They are also to decide if their predictions were true or not.

Before Reading

ACTIVITY 2
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Write predictions about the reading in each first box. Write any changes
to the predictions in the middle boxes. Write what happened in the boxes
on the right.

Prediction Change in Prediction Actual- What happened
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1. Read the reading out loud to the students or have the students read the
reading themselves. You may pair the students and have them read it out loud
to each other.

2. Students are to be listening for or looking for information to let them know if
they need to make changes to their predictions. There is a spot on the chart
for the students to record their change. The students are also to be checking
to see if their predictions were true or not.

THE PURLOINED LETTER
By Edgar Allan Poe

One evening in Paris, during

the autumn of 1845, I went to visit a

friend, Auguste Duping. We were

smoking our pipes and talking when

the door of his apartment opened.

Mr. Gourmont, the head of the Paris

police force, came into the room.

"I came to ask your advice,"

Gourmont said to my friend Duping.

"I am trying to solve a very

important case. It is also a very

simple case, so I really need your

help. But I thought you would like to

hear about it, because it is so

strange. "My men and I have

worked on this case for three

months," Gourmont said. "It is a

very simple case of robbery. But we

still cannot solve it."

Duping took the pipe out of

his mouth. "Perhaps the mystery is

too simple," he said.

Gourmont began to laugh. "Too

simple?" he said. "Who ever heard

of such a thing?" I looked at

During Reading
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Gourmont. "Why don't you

tell us the problem?" I said.

Gourmont stopped laughing

and sat down.

"All right," he said. "But you must

never tell anyone I told you this."

"The wife of a very important person

needs help. I cannot tell you her

name, because her husband is a

powerful man in the French

government.

Let us just call her Madame

X. Three months ago, someone

stole a letter from Madame X. She

is offering a large amount of money

to anyone who can return the letter

to her.

"We know that her husband's

political enemy,

Mr. D'Arcy, stole the letter.

We also know it is somewhere in his

apartment. D'Arcy plans to use the

letter to embarrass Madame X's

husband and destroy his political

power. "As you know, I have keys

which can open any lock in Paris.

For the last three months, my men

and I have spent every evening

looking for the letter in his

apartment. But we cannot find it."

Duping stopped smoking. "Tell me

how you looked for it," he said.

Gourmont moved forward in his

chair. "We took our time," he said.

"First, we examined the furniture in

every room. We opened all the

drawers. We looked under the rugs.

We searched behind all the

paintings on the walls.

"We opened every book. We

removed the boards of the floor. We

even took the tops off the tables to

see if he had hidden the letter in the

table legs. But we cannot find it.

What do you advise me to do?"

Duping puffed on his pipe.

"What does the letter look like?" he

asked. "It is in a white envelope with

a red stamp," Gourmont said. "The

address is written in large black

letters."

Duping puffed on his pipe

again. "I advise you to go back and

search the apartment again," he

said. About one month later,

Gourmont came back to see us.

"I followed your advice," he said.

"But I still have not found the letter."

Duping smiled. "I knew you would

not find it," he said. Gourmont

became very red in the face. "Then

why did you make me search the
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apartment again?" he shouted. "My

dear Gourmont," Duping said. "Let

me tell you a little story. Do you

remember the famous doctor, Louis

Abernathy?"

"No!" Gourmont shouted. "Get to

the point, Duping!"

"Of course! Of course,"

Duping said. "Once, a rich old man

met Abernathy at a party. The old

man was not feeling very well. He

decided he would get a medical

opinion from the doctor without

paying for it. So, he described his

problems to Abernathy.

'Now doctor,' the old man

said, 'suppose you had a patient

like that. What would you tell him to

take?'" "'Oh, that is quite simple,'

said Abernathy. 'I would tell him to

take my advice.'" Gourmont looked

embarrassed. "Look here, Duping. I

am perfectly willing to pay for

advice." Duping smiled at

Gourmont. "How much money did

you say the reward was?" he asked.

Gourmont sighed. "I do not want to

tell you the exact amount.

But I would give fifty

thousand francs to the person who

helps me find that letter."

"In that case," Duping said, "take

out your checkbook and write me a

check for fifty thousand francs.

When you have signed the check, I

will give you the letter."

Gourmont looked at Duping with his

mouth open. His eyes seemed to

jump out of his head. Then he took

out his checkbook and pen, and

wrote a check for fifty thousand

francs. He gave it to Duping.

My friend examined the

check carefully and put it in his

pocket. Then he unlocked a drawer

of his desk, took out the letter, and

gave it to Gourmont.

The policeman's hands shook as he

opened the letter. He read it quickly.

Then he put it in his pocket and ran

out of the room without saying a

word. “Duping!" I said, as I turned to

my friend. "How did you solve the

mystery?"

"It was simple, my friend," he

said. "Gourmont and his policemen

could not find the letter, because

they did not try to understand the

mind of the man who stole it.

Instead, they looked for the letter

where they would have hidden it.
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"Mr. D'Arcy is not a

policeman. He is, however, very

intelligent. He knew the police

would search his apartment. He

also knew how police think. So, he

did not hide the letter where he

knew they would look for it.

"Do you remember how Gourmont

laughed when I said the mystery

was difficult for him to solve

because it was so simple?"

Duping filled his pipe with

tobacco and lit it. "Well, the more I

thought about it, the more I realized

the police could not find the letter

because D'Arcy had not hidden it at

all.

"So I went to visit D'Arcy in his

apartment. I took a pair of dark

green eyeglasses with me. I

explained to him that I was having

trouble with my eyes and needed to

wear the dark glasses at all times.

He believed me. The glasses

permitted me to look around the

apartment while I seemed only to be

talking to him.

"I paid special attention to a large

desk where there were a lot of

papers and books.

However, I saw nothing

suspicious there. After a few

minutes, however, I noticed a small

shelf over the fireplace. A few

postcards and a letter were lying on

the shelf. The letter looked very old

and dirty.

"As soon as I saw this letter,

I decided it must be the one I was

looking for. It must be, even though

it was completely different from the

one Gourmont had described.

"This letter had a large green stamp

on it. The address was written in

small letters in blue ink. I

memorized every detail of the letter

while I talked to D'Arcy. Then when

he was not looking, I dropped one

of my gloves on the floor under my

chair.

"The next morning, I

stopped at his apartment to look for

my glove. While we were talking, we

heard people shouting in the street.

D'Arcy went to the window and

looked out. Quickly, I stepped to the

shelf and put the letter in my pocket.

Then I replaced it with a letter that

looked exactly like it, which I had

taken with me. I had made it the

night before.

"The trouble in the street was
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caused by a man who had almost

been run over by a horse and

carriage. He was not hurt. And soon

the crowd of people went away.

When it was over, D'Arcy came

away from the window. I said good-

bye and left.

"The man who almost had an

accident was one of my servants. I

had paid him to create the incident."

Duping stopped talking to

light his pipe. I did not understand.

"But, Duping," I said, "why did you

go to the trouble of replacing the

letter? Why not just take it and

leave?"

Duping smiled. "D'Arcy is a

dangerous man," he said. "And he

has many loyal servants. If I had

taken the letter, I might never have

left his apartment alive."

Retrieved from:
http://www.cuentoseningles.com.ar/shortstories/podcasts/purloined.html
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Comprehension Questions 2:
1.- Choose the best alternative to complete the sentences
1. After being told of how the

apartment had been searched,
Duping recommended...

4. The police could not find the
letter because...

A. to freeze the thief's assets.

B. to apprehend the thief.

C. to search the premises
again.

D. to increase the amount of
the reward for the letter's retrieval.

A. it was not a simple case of
robbery.

B. they had not examined the
furniture.

C. they did not take the tops
off the tables.

D. they did not understand the
thief's mind.

2. How much of a reward did the
prefect offer?

5. Where was the purloined letter
finally found?

A. Five million lira

B. Five thousand pounds

C. Fifty thousand francs

D. Fifty thousand dollars

A. On an old and dirty
postcard

B. On the cover of a book

C. On a shelf over the
fireplace

D. Rolled up inside a chair leg

3. Who was involved in the street
incident?

6. The purloined letter was
replaced because...

A. One of Mr Dupin's servants

B. One of Mr Germont's
servants

C. One of Mr D'Arcy's
servants

D. One of the narrator's
servants

A. of the trouble in the street.

B. D'Arcy's servants were
very loyal.

C. D'Arcy was looking through
the window.

D. Mr Germont was a
dangerous man.
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1. Have the students go through their predictions and decide if they were correct

or not. Have the students put a check mark in the box to the left of each prediction

when they have finished deciding if the prediction was correct or not.

2. Have the students share their results with the rest of the class.

3. Then, you propose them a game: “True or false?”

 You write two about the traffic truths and a lie than obvious.

 The class has to guess what is truth and lie.

 After students continue the game, writing about them the truths and lies

and go guessing what is truth or lie on each.

 You make sure that all students participate.

After Reading
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1. Tell the students that many nonfiction texts tell of events that happen in a

certain order. Something happens first, second, third, and so on. There is a

beginning, middle, and an ending.

2. Remind the students of a text that you read to them recently or a text that they

may all know. Have the students retell the main events of the reading in the order

in which they happen. Make sure they tell main events from the beginning,

middle, and ending of the reading.

3. Have the students tell what happened first, second, third, and so on. You may

want to make a transparency of the graphic organizer and put it on an overhead.

Fill out the graphic organizer as the students supply the information. Fill in the

boxes in the order that the events happen in the reading.

4. Finally, give them a piece of paper with the activity: “Timeline”

Before Reading

ACTIVITY 3
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TIMELINE
Fill in each box with an event from the text in the order in which they
happen.
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1. Read the text out loud to the students, have the students read the text alone,

or pair the students and have them read it out loud to each other. They are to be

listening for or looking for what happens first, second, and so on in the text.

2. You may want to have the students write down the events that happen in the

text.

RAPPACCINI'S DAUGHTER
By Nathaniel Hawthorne

Many years ago, a young man

named Giovanni Guasconti left his

home in Naples to study in northern

Italy. He rented a small room on the

top floor of a dark and ancient

palace. Long ago, the building had

belonged to a noble family. Now, an

old woman, Signora Lisabetta,

rented its rooms to students at the

University of Padua.

Giovanni’s room had a small window.

From it he could see a large garden

that had many plants and flowers.

“Does the garden belong to you?” he

asked Signora Lisabetta one day.

“Oh no!” she said quickly. “That

garden belongs to the famous doctor,

Giacomo Rappaccini. People say he

uses those plants to make strange

kinds of medicine. He lives in that

small brown house in the garden with

his daughter, Beatrice.”

Giovanni often sat by his

window to look at the garden. He had

never seen so many different kinds of

plants. They all had enormous green

leaves and magnificent flowers in

every color of the rainbow.

Giovanni’s favorite plant was in a

During Reading
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white marble vase near the house. It

was covered with big purple flowers.

One day, while Giovani was

looking out his window, he saw an

old man in a black cape walking in

the garden. The old man was tall and

thin. His face was an unhealthy

yellow color. His black eyes were

very cold. The old man wore thick

gloves on his hands and a mask over

his mouth and nose. He walked

carefully among the plants, as if he

were walking among wild animals or

poisonous snakes. Although he

looked at the flowers very closely, he

did not touch or smell any of them.

When the old man arrived at

the plant with the big purple flowers,

he stopped. He took off his mask and

called loudly, “Beatrice! Come help

me!” “I am coming, Father. What do

you want?” answered a warm young

voice from inside the house.

A young woman came into the

garden. Her thick, dark hair fell

around her shoulders in curls. Her

cheeks were pink and her eyes were

large and black.

She seemed full of life, health and

energy as she walked among the

plants. Giovanni thought she was as

beautiful as the purple flowers in the

marble vase. The old man said

something to her. She nodded her

head as she touched and smelled the

flowers that her father had been so

careful to avoid.

Several weeks later, Giovanni

went to visit Pietro Baglioni, a friend

of his father’s. Professor Baglioni

taught medicine at the university.

During the visit, Giovanni asked

about Doctor Rappaccini. “He is a

great scientist,” Professor Baglioni

replied. “But he is also a dangerous

man.”

“Why?” asked Giovanni.

The older man shook his head

slowly. “Because Rappaccini cares

more about science than he does

about people. He has created many

terrible poisons from the plants in his

garden. He thinks he can cure

sickness with these poisons.

It is true that several times he

has cured a very sick person that

everyone thought would die. But

Rappaccini’s medicine has also killed

many people. I think he would

sacrifice any life, even his own, for

one of his experiments.”

“But what about his daughter?”
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Giovanni said. “I’m sure he loves

her.”

The old professor smiled at

the young man. “So,” he said, “You

have heard about Beatrice

Rappaccini. People say she is very

beautiful. But few men in Padua have

ever seen her. She never leaves her

father’s garden.”

Giovanni left professor Baglione’s

house as the sun was setting. On his

way home, he stopped at a flower

shop where he bought some fresh

flowers. He returned to his room and

sat by the window.

Very little sunlight was left.

The garden was quiet. The purple

flowers on Giovanni’s favorite plant

seemed to glow in the evening’s

fading light. Then someone came out

of the doorway of the little brown

house. It was Beatrice. She entered

the garden and walked among the

plants. She bent to touch the leaves

of a plant or to smell a flower.

Rappaccini’s daughter seemed to

grow more beautiful with each step.

When she reached the purple plant,

she buried her face in its flowers.

Giovanni heard her say “Give me

your breath, my sister. The ordinary

air makes me weak. And give me one

of your beautiful flowers.”

Beatrice gently broke off one

of the largest flowers. As she lifted it

to put it in her dark hair, a few drops

of liquid from the flower fell to the

ground. One of the drops landed on

the head of a tiny lizard crawling near

the feet of Beatrice. For a moment,

the small animal twisted violently.

Then it moved no more. Beatrice did

not seem surprised. She sighed and

placed the flower in her hair.

Giovanni leaned out of the window so

he could see her better.

At this moment, a beautiful

butterfly flew over the garden wall. It

seemed to be attracted by Beatrice

and flew once around her head.

Then, the insect’s bright wings

stopped and it fell to the ground

dead. Beatrice shook her head sadly.

Suddenly, she looked up at

Giovanni’s window. She saw the

young man looking at her. Giovanni

picked up the flowers he had bought

and threw them down to her. “Young

lady,” he said, “Wear these flowers

as a gift from Giovanni Guasconti.”

“Thank you,” Beatrice answered. She

picked up the flowers from the

ground and quickly ran to the house.
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She stopped at the door for a

moment to wave shyly at Giovanni. It

seemed to him that his flowers were

beginning to turn brown in her hands.

For many days, the young

man stayed away from the window

that looked out on Rappaccini’s

garden. He wished he had not talked

to Beatrice because now he felt

under the power of her beauty.

He was a little afraid of her, too. He

could not forget how the little lizard

and the butterfly had died.

One day, while he was

returning home from his classes, he

met Professor Baglioni on the street.

“Well, Giovanni,” the old man said,

“have you forgotten me?” Then he

looked closely at the young man.

“What is wrong, my friend? Your

appearance has changed since the

last time we met.” It was true.

Giovanni had become very thin. His

face was white, and his eyes seemed

to burn with fever.

As they stood talking, a man dressed

in a long black cape came down the

street. He moved slowly, like a

person in poor health. His face was

yellow, but his eyes were sharp and

black. It was the man Giovanni had

seen in the garden. As he passed

them, the old man nodded coldly to

Professor Baglioni. But he looked at

Giovanni with a great deal of interest.

“It’s Doctor Rappaccini!” Professor

Baglioni whispered after the old man

had passed them. “Has he ever seen

your face before?”

Giovanni shook his head. “No,” he

answered, “I don’t think so.”

Professor Baglioni looked

worried. “I think he has seen you

before. I know that cold look of his!

He looks the same way when he

examines an animal he has killed in

one of his experiments. Giovanni, I

will bet my life on it. You are the

subject of one of Rappaccini’s

experiments!” Giovanni stepped

away from the old man. “You are

joking,” he said. “No, I am serious.”

The professor took Giovanni’s arm.

“Be careful, my young friend. You are

in great danger.”

Giovanni pulled his arm away. “I

must be going,” he said, “Good

night.” As Giovanni hurried to his

room, he felt confused and a little

frightened.

Signora Lisabetta was waiting for him

outside his door. She knew he was

interested in Beatrice. “I have good

news for you,” she said. “I know
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where there is a secret entrance into

Rappaccini’s garden.”

Giovanni could not believe his ears.

“Where is it?” he asked. “Show me

the way.”

He went in. The plants all

seemed wild and unnatural. Giovanni

realized that Rappaccini must have

created these strange and terrible

flowers through his

experiments. Suddenly,

Rappaccini’s daughter came into the

garden. She moved quickly among

the flowers until she reached him.

Giovanni apologized for coming into

the garden without an invitation. But

Beatrice smiled at him and made him

feel welcome. “I see you love

flowers,” she said. “And so you have

come to take a closer look at my

father’s rare collection.”

While she spoke, Giovanni

noticed a perfume in the air around

her. He wasn’t sure if this wonderful

smell came from the flowers or from

her breath. She asked him about his

home and his family. She told him

she had spent her life in this garden.

Giovanni felt as if you were talking to

a very small child. Her spirit sparkled

like clear water.

They walked slowly though

the garden as they talked. At last

they reached a beautiful plant that

was covered with large purple

flowers. He realized that the perfume

from those flowers was like the

perfume of Beatrice’s breath, but

much stronger. The young man

reached out to break off one of the

purple flowers.

But Beatrice gave a scream

that went through his heart like a

knife. She caught his hand and

pulled it away from the plant with all

her strength. “Don’t ever touch those

flowers!” she cried. “They will take

your life!” Hiding her face, she ran

into the house. Then, Giovanni saw

Doctor Rappaccini standing in the

garden. That night, Giovanni could

not stop thinking about how sweet

and beautiful Beatrice was. Finally,

he fell asleep. But when the morning

came, he woke up in great pain. He

felt as if one of his hands was on fire.

It was the hand that Beatrice had

grabbed in hers when he reached for

one of the purple flowers. Giovanni

looked down at his hand. There was

a purple mark on it that looked like

four small fingers and a little thumb.

But because his heart was full of
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Beatrice, Giovanni forgot about the

pain in his hand. He began to meet

her in the garden every day. At last,

she told him that she loved him. But

she would never let him kiss her or

even hold her hand.

One morning, several weeks

later, Professor Baglioni visited

Giovanni. “I was worried about you,”

the older man said. “You have not

come to your classes at the

university for more than a month. Is

something wrong?” Giovanni was not

pleased to see his old friend. “No,

nothing is wrong. I am fine, thank

you.” He wanted Professor Baglioni

to leave. But the old man took off his

hat and sat down.

“My dear Giovanni,” he said.

“You must stay away from

Rappaccini and his daughter. Her

father has given her poison from the

time she was a baby. The poison is

in her blood and on her breath. If

Rappaccini did this to his own

daughter, what is he planning to do

to you?” Giovanni covered his face

with his hands. “Oh my God!” he

cried. “Don’t worry, the old man

continued. “It is not too late to save

you. And we may succeed in helping

Beatrice, too. Do you see this little

silver bottle? It holds a medicine that

will destroy even the most powerful

poison. Give it to your Beatrice to

drink.”

Professor Baglioni put the little

bottle on the table and left Giovanni’s

room. The young man wanted to

believe that Beatrice was a sweet

and innocent girl. And yet, Professor

Baglioni’s words had put doubts in

his heart.

It was nearly time for his daily

meeting with Beatrice. As Giovanni

combed his hair, he looked at himself

in a mirror near his bed. He could not

help noticing how handsome he was.

His eyes looked particularly bright.

And his face had a healthy warm

glow.

He said to himself, “At least her

poison has not gotten into my body

yet.” As he spoke he happened to

look at some flowers he had just

bought that morning. A shock of

horror went through his body.

The flowers were turning

brown! Giovanni’s face became very

white as he stared at himself in the

mirror. Then he noticed a spider

crawling near his window. He bent

over the insect and blew a breath of

air at it. The spider trembled, and feel
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dead. “I am cursed,” Giovanni

whispered to himself. “My own breath

is poison.”

At that moment, a rich, sweet

voice came floating up from the

garden. “Giovanni! You are late.

Come down.” “You are a monster!”

Giovanni shouted as soon as he

reached her. “And with your poison

you have made me into a monster,

too. I am a prisoner of this garden.”

“Giovanni!” Beatrice cried, looking at

him with her large bright eyes. “Why

are you saying these terrible things?

It is true that I can never leave this

garden.

But you are free to go

wherever you wish.”

Giovanni looked at her with hate in

his eyes. “Don’t pretend that you

don’t know what you have done to

me.” A group of insects had flown

into the garden. They came toward

Giovanni and flew around his head.

He blew his breath at them.

The insects fell to the ground, dead.

Beatrice screamed. “I see it! I see it!

My father’s science has done this to

us. Believe me, Giovanni, I did not

ask him to do this to you. I only

wanted to love you.” Giovanni’s

anger changed to sadness. Then, he

remembered the medicine that

Professor Baglioni had given him.

Perhaps the medicine would destroy

the poison in their bodies and help

them to become normal again.

“Dear Beatrice,” he said, “our

fate is not so terrible.” He showed her

the little silver bottle and told her

what the medicine inside it might do.

“I will drink first,” she said. “You must

wait to see what happens to me

before you drink it.”She put Baglioni’s

medicine to her lips and took a small

sip. At the same moment, Rappaccini

came out of his house and walked

slowly toward the two-young people.

He spread his hands out to them as

if he were giving them a blessing.

“My daughter,” he said, “you

are no longer alone in the world. Give

Giovanni one of the purple flowers

from your favorite plant. It will not hurt

him now. My science and your love

have made him different from

ordinary men.”

“My father,” Beatrice said weakly,

“why did you do this terrible thing to

your own child?” Rappaccini looked

surprised. “What do you mean, my

daughter?” he asked. “You have

power no other woman has. You can
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defeat your strongest enemy with

only your breath. Would you rather

be a weak woman?”

“I want to be loved, not feared,”

Beatrice replied. “But now, it does not

matter. I am leaving you, father. I am

going where the poison you have

given me will do no harm. Good bye

to you, Giovanni.”

Beatrice dropped to the

ground. She died at the feet of her

father and Giovanni. The poison had

been too much a part of the young

woman. The medicine that destroyed

the poison, destroyed her, as well.

Retrieved from:
http://www.cuentoseningles.com.ar/shortstories/podcasts/rappaccini.html
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Comprehension Questions 3:
Choose the best alternative to complete the sentences.
1. Where in Italy is this story

set?
6. What kills the lizard?

A. Venice

B. Padua

C. Florence
D. Verona

A. Beatrice's breath

B. Dr. Rappaccini's breath

C. Giovanni's knife

D. drops of moisture from a
flower

2. Giovanni Guasconti is
a/an...

7. Professor Baglioni succeeds
in...

A. doctor.

B. artist.

C. scientist.

D. student.

A. supporting human life.

B. hurting his rival by killing
Beatrice.

C. developing a poison to kill
his rival.

D. planting evil thoughts in
Beatrice's mind.

3. Who maintains Giovanni's
living quarters?

8. Giovanni knew that he was
poisonous when he...

A. Dr. Rappaccini

B. Signora Lisabetta

C. Beatrice
D. Professor Baglioni

A. breathed upon a mirror.

B. breathed on a spider and it
died.

C. smelt some flowers he had
bought.

D. breathed on Beatrice's
face.

4. Baglioni says that
Rappaccini is a dangerous
man because...

9. Which of these statements is
TRUE in this short story?

A. he is a great scientist.

B. his medicine killed
many people.

C. he cures sickness with
his poisons.

A. Giovanni is willing to listen
to reason.

B. Rappaccini is brilliant and
good-hearted.

C. Professor Baglioni acts
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D. he cares more about
people than he does about
science.

treacherously to defeat his rival.

D. Beatrice doesn't endanger
Giovanni's life.

5. Giovanni Guasconti knows
about Professor Pietro
Baglioni because Baglioni
is...

10. When Beatrice confesses about
her father's experiments and
their effects upon her to
Giovanni, he acts with...

A. a friend of Giovanni's
father.

B. Beatrice's father.

C. Dr. Rappaccini's close
friend.

D. his uncle.

A. sadness at first, then
happiness.

B. both understanding and
happiness.

C. anger at first, then
sadness.

D. nonchalance at first, then
interest.
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1. Timeline - Have the students make pictures or write sentences

telling of the events of the passage in the boxes.

2. Have the students share their timelines with the rest of the class.

3. Have all students participate to read their timelines.

After Reading
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1. Tell the students that many nonfiction texts are written with events happening

in order. Something happens first, second, third, and so on.

2. Remind the students of a nonfiction text that you read to them recently or a

nonfiction text that they may all know. Have the students retell the main events

of the passage in the order in which they happen. Make sure they tell main events

from the beginning, middle, and ending of the text.

3. Have the students tell what happened first, second, third, and so on. You may

want to make a transparency of the graphic organizer and put it on an overhead.

Fill out the graphic organizer as the students supply the information. You can

write on the lines or make the pictures first and then write on the lines.

Before Reading

ACTIVITY 4
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EVENTS CHAIN
Draw a picture in each box of what happens in the reading. Write about it
on the lines below.

First Second Third Last
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1. Read the text out loud to the students, have the students read the text alone,
or pair the students and have them read it out loud to each other. They are to be
looking for what happens first, second, and so on in the text.

2. You may want to have the students write down the events that happened in
the text.

THE TELL-TALE HEART
By Edgar Allan Poe

True! Nervous -- very, very nervous I

had been and am! But why will you

say that I am mad? The disease had

sharpened my senses -- not

destroyed them.

Above all was the sense of

hearing. I heard all things in the

heaven and in the earth. I heard

many things in the underworld. How,

then, am I mad? Observe how

healthily -- how calmly I can tell you

the whole story.

It is impossible to say how first the

idea entered my brain. I loved the old

man. He had never wronged me. He

had never given me insult. For his

gold, I had no desire. I think it was his

eye! Yes, it was this! He had the eye

of a bird, a vulture -- a pale blue eye,

with a film over it. Whenever it fell on

me, my blood ran cold; and so -- very

slowly -- I made up my mind to take

the life of the old man, and free

myself of the eye forever.

Now this is the point. You think

that I am mad. Madmen know

nothing. But you should have seen

me. You should have seen how

wisely and carefully I went to work!

I was never kinder to the old

man than during the whole week

before I killed him. And every night,

late at night, I turned the lock of his

door and opened it – oh, so gently!

And then, when I had made an

opening big enough for my head, I

put in a dark lantern, all closed that

no light shone out, and then I stuck in

During Reading
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my head. I moved it slowly, very

slowly, so that I might not interfere

with the old man's sleep. And then,

when my head was well in the room,

I undid the lantern just so much that

a single thin ray of light fell upon the

vulture eye.

And this I did for seven long nights --

but I found the eye always closed;

and so, it was impossible to do the

work; for it was not the old man who

was a problem for me, but his Evil

Eye.

On the eighth night, I was

more than usually careful in opening

the door. I had my head in and was

about to open the lantern, when my

finger slid on a piece of metal and

made a noise. The old man sat up in

bed, crying out "Who's there?" I kept

still and said nothing. I did not move

a muscle for a whole hour. During

that time, I did not hear him lie down.

He was still sitting up in the bed

listening -- just as I have done, night

after night. Then I heard a noise, and

I knew it was the sound of human

terror. It was the low sound that

arises from the bottom of the soul. I

knew the sound well. Many a night,

late at night, when all the world slept,

it has welled up from deep within my

own chest. I say I knew it well.

I knew what the old man felt,

and felt sorry for him, although I

laughed to myself. I knew that he had

been lying awake ever since the first

noise, when he had turned in the

bed. His fears had been ever since

growing upon him. I had waited a

long time, without hearing him lie

down, I decided to open a little -- a

very, very little -- crack in the lantern.

So, I opened it. You cannot imagine

how carefully, carefully. Finally, a

single ray of light shot from out and

felt full upon the vulture eye. It was

open -- wide, wide open -- and I grew

angry as I looked at it. I saw it clearly

-- all a dull blue, with a horrible veil

over it that chilled my bones; but I

could see nothing else of the old

man's face or person. For I had

directed the light exactly upon the

damned spot.

And have I not told you that

what you mistake for madness is but

a kind of over-sensitivity? Now, there

came to my ears a low, dull, quick

sound, such as a watch makes when

inside a piece of cotton. I knew that

sound well, too. It was the beating of

the old man's heart. It increased my
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anger. But even yet I kept still. I

hardly breathed. I held the lantern

motionless. I attempted to keep the

ray of light upon the eye. But the

beating of the heart increased. It

grew quicker and quicker, and louder

and louder every second. The old

man's terror must have been

extreme! The beating grew louder, I

say, louder every moment!

And now at the dead hour of

the night, in the horrible silence of

that old house, so strange a noise as

this excited me to uncontrollable

terror. Yet, for some minutes longer I

stood still. But the beating grew

louder, louder! I thought the heart

must burst. And now a new fear

seized me -- the sound would be

heard by a neighbor! The old man's

hour had come! With a loud shout, I

threw open the lantern and burst into

the room.

He cried once -- once only.

Without delay, I forced him to the

floor, and pulled the heavy bed over

him. I then smiled, to find the action

so far done.

But, for many minutes, the

heart beat on with a quiet sound.

This, however, did not concern me; it

would not be heard through the wall.

At length, it stopped. The old man

was dead. I removed the bed and

examined the body. I placed my hand

over his heart and held it there many

minutes. There was no movement.

He was stone dead. His eye would

trouble me no more.

If still you think me mad, you

will think so no longer when I

describe the wise steps I took for

hiding the body. I worked quickly, but

in silence. First of all, I took apart the

body. I cut off the head and the arms

and the legs. I then took up three

pieces of wood from the flooring, and

placed his body parts under the

room. I then replaced the wooden

boards so well that no human eye --

not even his -- could have seen

anything wrong.

There was nothing to wash out

-- no mark of any kind -- no blood

whatever. I had been too smart for

that. A tub had caught all -- ha! ha!

When I had made an end of

these labors, it was four o'clock in the

morning. As a clock sounded the

hour, there came a noise at the street

door. I went down to open it with a

light heart -- for what had I known to
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fear? There entered three men, who

said they were officers of the police.

A cry had been heard by a neighbor

during the night; suspicion of a crime

had been aroused; information had

been given at the police office, and

the officers had been sent to search

the building.

I smiled -- for what had I to

fear? The cry, I said, was my own in

a dream. The old man, I said, was not

in the country. I took my visitors all

over the house. I told them to search

-- search well. I led them, at length,

to his room. I brought chairs there,

and told them to rest. I placed my

own seat upon the very place under

which lay the body of the victim.

The officers were satisfied. I was

completely at ease. They sat, and

while I answered happily, they talked

of common things. But, after a while,

I felt myself getting weak and wished

them gone. My head hurt, and I had

a ringing in my ears; but still they sat

and talked. The ringing became

more severe. I talked more freely to

do away with the feeling. But it

continued until, at length, I found that

the noise was not within my ears.

I talked more and with a

heightened voice. Yet the sound

increased -- and what could I do? It

was a low, dull, quick sound like a

watch makes when inside a piece of

cotton. I had trouble breathing -- and

yet the officers heard it not. I talked

more quickly -- more loudly; but the

noise increased. I stood up and

argued about silly things, in a high

voice and with violent hand

movements. But the noise kept

increasing. Why would they not be

gone? I walked across the floor with

heavy steps, as if excited to anger by

the observations of the men -- but the

noise increased. What could I do? I

swung my chair and moved it upon

the floor, but the noise continually

increased. It grew louder -- louder --

louder! And still the men talked

pleasantly, and smiled.

Was it possible they heard

not? No, no! They heard! They

suspected! They knew! They were

making a joke of my horror! This I

thought, and this I think. But anything

was better than this pain! I could bear

those smiles no longer! I felt that I

must scream or die! And now --

again! Louder! Louder!

Louder! "Villains!" I cried, "Pretend

no more! I admit the deed! Tear up
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the floor boards! Here, here! It is the

beating of his hideous heart!"

Retrieved from:  http://www.cuentoseningles.com.ar/shortstories/podcasts/heart.html

Comprehension Questions 4:
Choose the best alternative to complete the sentences.

1. What had the madness done for
the narrator's senses?

8. What did the old man cry out when
awakened?

A. sharpened them

B. destroyed them

C. dulled them

D. nothing of note

A. "What was that?"

B. "Who is it?"

C. "Is anyone there?"

D. "Who's there?"

2. What was the reason that the
narrator killed the old man?

9. What was the low, dull, quick sound
that the narrator heard?

A. his gold

B. his house

C. he insulted the narrator

D. his eye

A. his own heartbeat

B. the clock

C. his watch

D. the old man's heartbeat

3. During the week before the
narrator killed the old man, how
did he act towards him?

10. The beating grew louder – what was
the new anxiety that seized the
narrator at this point?

A. cruel

B. kind

C. indifferent
D. it never says

A. the sound being heard by
neighbors

B. the noise waking up the old man

C. there was no anxiety at this time

D. someone coming in the house to
investigate the noise

4. How long did it take the narrator to
place his head into the door so
that he could see the old man?

11. After the old man was dead, what was
the first thing the narrator did to
conceal the body?

A. a half hour

B. an hour and a half

A. threw it out

B. buried it beneath the floor
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C. forty-five minutes
D. an hour

C. dismembered it
D. hid it in the closet

5. For how long did the narrator look
in upon the old man?

12. What was the next thing he did to
conceal the body?

A. five nights

B. seven nights

C. six nights
D. eight nights

A. buried it beneath the floor

B. buried it outside

C. threw it out
D. burned it

6. Why couldn't the narrator kill the
old man on the first night?

13. Why were the police sent to the
house?

A. there was someone else in
the house

B. the eye was closed

C. he didn't have the courage
then

D. the old man wasn't asleep by
midnight on the first night

A. a shriek was heard

B. an argument was heard

C. someone had seen the narrator
D. a gunshot was heard

7. What did the narrator do by
accident
as a result waking the old man?

14. What was it that made the narrator
confess to the crime?

A. his thumb slipped on the
lantern

B. he slipped and fell

C. he sneezed

D. he coughed

A. the policeman's heartbeat

B. the old man's heartbeat

C. his ears began to ring

D. the police suspected him

.
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1. Events Chain - Have the students make paragraphs of the events in the boxes.

Have them write about each event on the lines below each picture.

2. Have the students share their chain of events with the rest of the class.

3. Organizes the class to form around table, choose six students and assigns

each student places that make up the panel, the remaining students will be the

audience.

4. The teacher is the facilitator who guides the discussion.

Remember that the goal of around table is to identify and clarify a theme

parks is presented to an audience also analyzing a situation from different angles,

identifying advantages and disadvantages of a process and stimulate interest in

a topic. But consider the following:

 Not supported speeches but short interventions.

 Roundtable can last between 15 and 45 minutes.

 It is up to the moderator to

introduce the topic, coordinating

the discussion and finally to

summarize.

 The audience should have a

basic knowledge of the issues

and interest in deepening.

After Reading
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1. Identify words in the text to use as vocabulary to teach students before reading.

Choose words that are important for text, words that are used frequently so that

students can have contact before, but would benefit from instruction in their

meanings.

2. Write on the chalkboard and read vocabulary words aloud.

3. Tell students that these words can be confusing or difficult, but the vocabulary

is necessary to understand the text. Then put on the board the “Vocabulary

Words Map Chart ".

4. Tell students what the words mean using a definition of the students will

understand. Using the word in a sentence for providing students enough to help

students understand the meaning context.

5. For other words, the model of how to figure out the meaning of words that may

be unfamiliar to students by the graphic organizer. Begin reading the passage

aloud to students. Read the words are not familiar with the students. Make a copy

of the "vocabulary words Map" graphic organizer. Thinking aloud as the graphic

organizer is used. Type the word in the first box. Type the phrase where the word.

Identify and enter a password in the text. Decide what you think the word

meanings and type in the box provided. Draw a picture of what you think the word

means. Type the word in their own phrase.

Before Reading

ACTIVITY 5
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Vocabulary Words Map

Complete the vocabulary boxes as directed below.

WORD:

Sentence where the word is found:

Context Clue:

What I think the word means:

My picture of what the word means:

Context Clue:

My sentence:
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1. Read the text out loud to the students or have the students read the passage

themselves. You may pair the students and have them read it out loud to each

other.

They are to be listening for or looking for words that may be unfamiliar to them.

2. You may want to have the students write them down as they find them. You

can have them use paper or marker boards.

THE MAN WITH TWO SHADOWS
By Thomas Hood

George Mason was my wife's cousin, a
sailor. He and Lettie,

my sister, met at our wedding
and fell in love immediately.

George was a brave man, who

loved the sea, and I was not surprised

when he decided to travel to the Arctic on

a ship called the Pioneer. Lettie was afraid

when he told her, but she could not stop

him.

During Reading
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My younger brother Harry

liked painting, so he decided to

paint a picture of George before he

left. It was quite a good picture. I

thought the face was too white but

Lettie was very pleased with it and

she put it on the wall in our sitting-

room.

Before the ship sailed,

George met the ship's doctor, a

Scotsman called Vincent Grieve.

He brought him to dinner with us

and I disliked him immediately. He

sat too close to Lettie and seemed

more like her lover than George. At

first George did not notice, but

Lettie did and she was unhappy

about it. The strangest thing was

when he saw the picture of George

on the wall. He sat down opposite it,

but stood up as soon as he saw it.

'I'm sorry,' he said, 'but I cannot look

at that picture.' 'Well, I know it's not

very good...' I began. 'It's not that it's

either good or bad. I know nothing

about painting,' he said. 'It's the

eyes they seem to follow me

everywhere.' I thought that perhaps

he just wanted to move closer to

Lettie, but when I saw his face, he

looked really frightened.

We were all surprised when

Vincent came again the next day.

He brought a note for Lettie from

George and after that he came

almost every day. On the last day

before the ship sailed, Vincent said

to Lettie, 'If anything happens to

George, I will still love you and you

can marry me.'

Lettie was very angry and told him

to leave the house at once. She did

not tell George about it because she

wanted him to leave happily. The

time came for George and Lettie to

say goodbye and, when he left,

Lettie cried for hours. I went in and

put my arm around her. As I looked

up, I noticed the picture of George

on the wall. The face looked very,

very white and I thought there was

water on it. Perhaps it's just the

light, I thought to myself and tried to

forget about it.

The Pioneer sailed. George

sent two letters, and then a year

passed before we heard anything.

We once read about the ship in the

newspaper, but that was all. Spring-

time came, and one beautiful warm

evening we were all at home. The

children were playing outside and
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Harry was watching them from the

window.

Suddenly the room felt very

cold. Lettie looked up. 'How

strange,' she said. 'Do you feel how

cold it is?' 'Just like the weather in

the Arctic,' I said. As I spoke, I

looked at the picture on the wall and

what I saw made me terribly afraid.

His face suddenly looked like a

dead man's, with no eyes. Without

thinking, I said, 'Poor George.'

‘What do you mean?’ asked Lettie,

looking frightened. ‘Have you heard

something about George?’ ‘No, no,'

I said quickly. 'I was just thinking

about the cold weather where he is.’

At this moment, Harry put his

head back into the room. 'Cold?' he

said. ‘Who's cold?’

‘Did you not feel cold just then?’

asked Lettie. 'We both did.'

'Not at all,' he said happily. 'How

can you feel cold on a beautiful

spring evening like this?'

I followed him out of the room.

'Harry,' I said, 'what's the date

today?'

'It's Tuesday, February the 23rd.

Look, here's the newspaper.'

I told him about the change

in the picture and the cold feeling

and asked him to write it down. I

was sure that George was in some

kind of trouble and I wanted to

remember everything about that

evening.

Early the next morning there

was a knock at the door. It was

Harry, looking white and frightened.

I knew immediately why he was

there. ‘Have you seen the

newspaper?' he asked.

On the front page was the news that

George was dead. One sentence

from the newspaper stayed in my

mind: 'Lieutenant George Mason

was out shooting with the ship's

doctor, Vincent Grieve, when he

died.’

When I told my wife about

George, she began to cry. 'How can

we tell poor Lettie?' she said.

'Ssssshh,' said Harry, but it was too

late. Lettie was at the door and we

had to tell her everything. She fell to

the floor, her face as white as

paper. We called the doctor

immediately but she was ill for many

months.
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About two months later, I

read about the arrival of the

Pioneer, George's ship, in Britain. I

did not tell Lettie about it as she was

only just getting better. A day or two

after this there was a knock at the

door and, as I got up to open it, I

noticed George's picture once

again. This time, to my surprise, he

held one finger up and seemed to

be warning me. I looked harder at

George's face and was almost sure

that I could see blood on it. I walked

closer and saw that the warning

finger was really a small moth,

sitting on the picture. I picked up the

sleepy moth and put it under a wine

glass. As I did this, the servant

came in and said, 'Dr Vincent

Grieve is here to see you, sir.' As

the doctor came in, I saw his face

turn white. 'Please, cover that

picture of George,' he said. 'It is

even harder for me to look at it now

that he is dead.'

I covered the picture and Grieve sat

down.

‘We were out shooting on the ice,’

he said. ‘It was not easy to walk’.

Suddenly, George fell. I tried

to catch him... I threw my coat for

him... I wanted to pull him up, but it

was impossible. He fell into the ice-

cold sea and slowly his head went

under. His last words were ‘Say

goodbye to her’. As he finished his

story, Grieve looked up. He

screamed loudly and jumped up,

pointing behind me. I looked round.

The picture was uncovered again

and George's white face looked

down at us. I covered it again and

Grieve seemed to feel better.

'I'm sorry,' he said, 'I've been ill.' He

stood up. 'I'm sorry,' he said again.

Then he noticed the little white

moth, which was still under the wine

glass. 'Has someone else from the

Pioneer been here?' he asked.

'No,' I answered. 'You are the first.'

'Then how did this moth get here? It

only lives in the Arctic. That's very

strange... Well, look after it. It's very

unusual.'

He left a few minutes later and

Harry and I watched him walk down

the street. There's something I don't

like about that man,'I said.

'You're right,' Harry said. 'Do

you know he has two shadows?

There's someone or something
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always standing at his side. That

explains why he's always so

frightened.' We decided not to tell

Lettie about his visit.

Two days later, I arrived home and

found my sister very angry. 'Grieve

came here today and asked me to

marry him. He said that George

wanted it. I couldn't believe it. We

were in the sitting-room and he was

standing by the wall. As he was

speaking, there was a sound of

something breaking, and George's

picture fell on his head and cut it

open. We had to carry him upstairs

and call the doctor.'

I went angrily upstairs but,

when I saw Grieve, it was clear that

he could understand nothing. We

could not move him and a nurse

came to stay with him during the

night. At about midnight, the nurse

felt something was wrong in the

room. She saw his two shadows on

the wall and, frightened, went to get

Lettie to sit with her.

As soon as my sister came

into the room, Grieve sat up and

started to talk. 'I could not stop

myself,' he said, 'I hit you with my

gun because I loved her and now

she'll never forgive me. I murdered

you, George, because I loved her.

Don't you see? Can't you

understand? Please, please leave

me alone.'

As he shouted the last

words, he got out of bed and walked

backwards slowly, all the time

looking at something following him,

his eyes wide and afraid. He came

to the window and suddenly

seemed to decide something. Very

quickly, he turned round, opened

the window and threw himself out.

The nurse and Lettie could not stop

him.

Two days later, the police found his

body in the river.
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Retrieved from:
http://www.cuentoseningles.com.ar/shortstories/english/manwith2shadows
.html

Comprehension Questions 5:
READ THIS SHORT STORY AGAIN AND ANSWER THE FOLLOWING
QUESTIONS.
1. Who was George married to?

2. Who was Harry?

3. Where did George decide to travel to?

4. Who was Vincent Grieve?

5. What frightened Grieve?
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6. What did the narrator notice about the portrait when George left?

7. What happened on one beautiful spring evening when Harry,

Lettie

and the narrator were at home?

8. According to Grieve, how did George die?

9. What happened to Grieve after he asked Lettie to marry him?

10. What was the real cause of George's death?
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1. Have students talk about any unfamiliar words found in the text.

2. Vocabulary words Map - Have students say "Vocabulary Words Map"

graphic organizer.

3. Have students share their results with the rest of the class.

4. To complement and reinforce the understanding raises the question:

How is it done?

 It meets the class into small groups to work with Vocabulary Words

MAP reading.

 Each participant is free to present any idea related to the subject, it

may seem logical.

 The conclusions are drawn together by the entire group, according

to the obtained material.

After Reading
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